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Tigers score
big OT victory
over Reid/and
Page 2B
NATIONAL

Robbers use
tow truckto
steal ATM
PORTLAND, Tenn. (AP) —
Thieves ripped an automated
teller machine from its foundation using a stolen tow truck,
dumping the truck and machine
in a field and making off with
thousands of dollars.
Although an alarm alerted
police to Tuesday's theft, officers who arrived didn't immediately see anything amiss, even
though the unit at the drivethrough lane had been dragged
off.
A video camera captured the
thieves wrapping cables around
the ATM, but the images
stopped when the unit was
pulled down.
LOCAL

Man arrested

in cheerleader
rape, murder
GREENVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
22-year-old man was charged
with raping and killing a teenage cheerleader whose body
was dragged from a lake a few
hours after she went out to rent
a movie.
Robert Keith Woodall was
arrested late Tuesday and
charged with kidnapping, rape
and murder, police said.
Sarah Hansen, 16, an honor
student, left her parents' home
in the family minivan early Saturday night. She never
returned.
Her parents called police two
hours after she left. The minivan was found less than one
mile from the home. The body
was pulled from Luzern° Lake
shortly thereafter.
An autopsy showed the girl
died of "multiple cut wounds"
inflicted with a sharp instrument. possibly a knife.

WEATHER
Today Mostly sunny. High
around 30 Northeast wind 5 to
10 mph.
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
15 to 20. Light wind.
Thursday...Partly sunny.
High 35 to 40.
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Wendorf set
free, now in
seclusion
TAVARES, Fla. (AP) — Heather Wendorf, who police say
was a member of a self-styled vampire cult, was in seclusion
today after being cleared of murder charges in the brutal slayings of her parents.
She was released from a Juvenile Detention Center on Tuesday, shortly after a grand jury found no reason to believe she
took part in the Nov. 25 slayings of Richard Wendorf, 49, and
Naoma Ruth, 54, at their Eustis home.
"She will decompress from the whole ordeal and make a new
life for herself," said her attorney James Hope.
Hope gambled, advising her to voluntarily testify before grand
jurors. He believed her testimony would exonerate her.
On Tuesday, Heather spent two hours behind closed doors
telling the I7-member panel her side.
"I was privileged to know what her account would be and I
was convinced it was the truth," Hope said after grand jurors
made their decision.
"I knew we had to take her testimony to the people who
could make a difference. For two months, the whole world
thought she was a murderer."
State Attorney Brad King agreed with the grand jury's action.
"They did what was right," he said. "We spent a lot of time
together going through the evidence."
▪ See Page 2

Council will take crack at comp plan
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
With the goals and objectives
element of Murray's comprehensive plan having been approved
last week by the planning commission, members of the city
council now have the task of voting on it.
The council will review the

••• •••••

county residents, began working
One of the major changes in
on the first element of the plan in
the plan are the phrases used.
October.
Committee members agreed that
"We met five times for about
the previous plan was littered
two hours each. These folks did a
with too much legal jargon to be
great job and really put some
effective.
thought into this," Jenstrom said.
Some of the goals and objec"I think the planning commission
was pleased with the work they
•See Page 3
did."

prehensive plan must contain four
elements — goals and objectives,
land use, transportation and city
facilities," said Einar Jenstrom,
chairman of the 21-member comprehensive planning committee.
"The first of these has been
completed."
The committee, consisting of
city officials as well as city and

.i for the iiext month and must
plar
approve it before the next element can be established.
Kentucky law states that any
city with a planning commission
must have a 20-year comprehensive plan that outlines what the
city would like to accomplish in
that time frame.
"(State law) says that a corn-

Moonlite Flights

1996 was
wettest
on record
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
1996 seemed to dampen the spirits of people in the Northeast and
far West, they had good reason. It
was the wettest year on record in
five states and several others
came close.
For the nation as a whole,
year-end figures compiled by the
National Climatic Data Center
show precipitation averaged
32.32 inches across the country,
the fifth wettest year on record.
The record is 33.99 inches in
1973.
But it was the all-time wettest
year in the Northeast with 51.66
inches, and the Northwest was
also a record-setter at 37.85 inches, In an average year, the
Northeast gets 41.63 inches and
the Northwest 27.50.
"It's pretty obvious what
caused the West to be so wet. It
was the prevalent storm track hitting the West Coast, as it's doing
right now," said William 0.
Brown of the Asheville, N.C.,
data center, a part of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
For the Northeast, he said,
"The No. 1 cause was the pretty
active westerly (wind) flow, it
caused storm development in the
Gulf of Mexico which caused the
wetness. Also we had an active
tropical season."
The preliminary report by the
data center contains precipitation
data only by region. However, it
notes that Idaho, Oregon, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania and West
Virginia had their wettest year
ever, and New York recorded its
second wettest year.
Other states that experienced
one of their 10 wettest years were
Washington, California, Indiana,
Ohio, Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut and
Rhode Island.
• See Page 3
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ON TO STATE: Dea Banks leads the Murray High girls' basketball team through a gauntlet of well-wishers
before leaving Tuesday afternoon for the state tournament in Richmond. The team plays Caverns today at 4 p.m.
Central Standard Time.
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Did Army pilots
make rib runs?
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
The Army is defending its helicopter flights from Fort Campbell
to a regionally famous barbecue
restaurant 100 miles away, saying
its soldiers fly to Owensboro on
authorized training missions and
merely use the airport there for
refueling.
A nationally syndicated columnist, David H. Hackworth, wrote
that air crews from the 101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell
make flights to Owensboro under
the guise of training but actually
enjoy rib dinners at the Moonlite
Bar-B-Q Inn.
Hackworth, who also is a parttime contributing editor to Newsweek, quoted one unidentified
Army pilot as saying: "We
charge the Moonlite flights off to
training, and, hey, a soldier's
gotta set down and eat
somewhere."
He estimated the cost to taxpayers at $4,000 per trip "although, of course, that doesn't include the tip."
"Flying off to Moonlite to do
lunch might be great for the
Moonlite's bottom line, but it's
not the way to prepare for battle
and not the way to look after mud
soldiers who end up out on the
point," Hackworth wrote.
The Army and the general
manager of the Owensboro airport said Hackworth's column,

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

SOON TO BE SPRING: The Murray State University Thoroughbreds practice indoors at Racer Arens Tuesday preparing for this
year's college baseball season. The team's first game is Feb. 14.
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welfare recipients, a literacy campaign for children and revocation
of a ban on public assistance for
legal immigrants.
"I have tried to practice what I
preach here," Clinton told a
White House news conference
Tuesday. "They know what my
priorities are. I know what theirs

in his State of the Union address
next week, allocates funds for the
entire agenda he laid out at the
Democratic National Convention
in August.
That included a capital gains
tax cut of up to $500,000 for
homeowners, tax credits and
grants to generate jobs for former

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is challenging congressional Republicans to embrace his fiscal 1998 spending
plan as a first, bipartisan step
toward balancing tho. federal
budget.
Clinton said Tuesday that his
budget proposal, to be presented
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Jim Logsdon
Airport manager

which ran earlier this month in 75
newspapers nationwide, misrepresents the flights across western
Kentucky.
"They don't make 'rib runs,'
they make training runs," said
Jim Logsdon, who manages the
Owensboro-Daviess County Regional Airport.
Maj. Joe Howell, the spokesman for Fort Campbell, said
Hackworth's column "makes it
sound like people go and joyride
up there, and that's not true."
Howell noted that the Department
of Defense has authorized the airport as a legitimate refueling
point for military aircraft.
Hackworth said he anticipated
the Army's reaction.
"They invariably come back
and say 'This is training.' They
can justify any flight for training," he told the Messenger• See Page 2
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are on the taxes. What we need to
do is to meet each other in good
faith."
Clinton said be can see Democrats and Republicans coalescing
around the budget as a start towII See Page 3
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They don't make 'rib
runs,' they make training
11
runs.

Clinton urges bipartisan push on budget
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•Wendorf..
FROM PAGE 1
King said one of the witnesses
gave perjured testimony and
came back and admitted it to the

FROM
grand jury. However, he would
not say whether it was one of
Heather's teen-age friends.
In a two-page decision, the

grand jury cited recantauons by
two witnesses, inconsistencies in
witness statements and the unreliability of witnesses.

It was an unusual and risky
choice for the teen. A grand jury
can subpoena anyone it wants,
but rarely does a suspect volunteer to testify. The same grand
jury had already indicted four
other teens in the slayings.
Last month, the grand jury indicted Rod Ferrell and Charity
Keesee, both 16, and Dana
Cooper, 19, all of Murray; and
Scott Anderson, 16, of Mayfield,
in the murders. None of those defendants addressed the panel.
In addressing the grand jury
voluntarily, Heather was waiving
any Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination, Hope
said. So whatever she told the
grand jury in a closed session
could have been used against her
at trial, he said.
Heather had been held in an
Ocala juvenile detention center
on two counts of second-degree .1
murder and one count of robbery
since she and the four western
Kentucky teens were arrested
Nov. 28 in Baton Rouge, La.

NI Army...
FROM PAGE 1
Inquirer of Owensboro.
Mike Day, general manager of
Million Air Owensboro, confirmed that Million Air — which
offers charter services, flight
training, aircraft maintenance,
fuel and other services — also
has a military contract to provide
fuel to military and other governrii!..nt aircraft.
...ast year, the company perfo.ined 465 military refuelings.
Howell said the Owensboro
airport has instrumentation that
pilots in training use to practice
approaches and landings. The airport also has a control tower and
approach control radar.
Hackworth quoted an Owens-

•

boro air controller. Mike Zeigler,
as saying that Moonlite sends a
car to pick up the helicopter
crews.
Ken Bosley, the restaurant
manager, said his company provides shuttle service — when it
has employees free to do it — to
military crews, Northwest Airlink
pilots, and passengers at the airport terminal and three private
charter companies.
Bosley said he isn't surprised
that helicopter crews would
choose to go to his restaurant,
known for its mutton. The building is about one mile from the
airport.
"If you were in the military
and you had to take a training exercise to Owensboro, you would

Consider Us Your Ace In The Hole.
Shop around, compare
quality, service, and
athtude Compare pnces
then visit us. Remember—
We Always Deal From
The Top Of The Deck!

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

want to eat a hot lunch somewhere," Bosley said.
Hackworth also quoted a reserve aviator at Fort Knox's Godman Field who said that the
Army's 8/229th Aviation Regiment 'does a rib run almost every
weekend while doing their active
duty training."
The 8/229th is an Army Reserve unit at Fort Knox whose
command is headquartered in
Atlanta.
Joe Hanley, a spokesman for
the Army Reserve Command,
said the "expenditures for flying
hours on aircraft is a given
amount and it is going to be incurred no matter what the
destination."
He described Owensboro as "a
legitimate destination," and
added: "We don't feel this is an
issue that deserves any more attention than it already has."
However, Hanley said the
8/229th's commander is investigating another mission. Hackworth quoted an unidentified reservist aviator who said that
another "training mission" used
three helicopters to fly 10 members of the 8/229th to the U.S.
Army personnel center in St.
Louis to update their personnel
records.
The cost of that flight was
$25,000, Hackworth said.

from Kentucky, who called themselves the "Vampire Clan," police say. The youths became attracted to vampires because of a
best-selling, role-playing game

DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — After motel guest Charles Baughman didn't answer his usual wakeup call, staff at the Holiday Inn
Express kicked in his room door
and found the Greenville, Ohio,
man unconscious.
Baughman was among six
guests overcome by carbon
monoxide fumes Tuesday at the
motel in Danville.
One guest, Julieanne Boise, 30,
of Hudson, Ohio, was transported
by air to the University of Kentucky Medical Center, where she
remained in critical condition today. Baughman, 47, was taken by

753-4175

ambulance to the UK hospital
and was in fair condition today, a
spokeswoman said.
Four others were hospitalized
overnight at Ephraim McDowell
Regional Medical Center but
were released this morning, said
spokesman Stuart Arnold.
The four were James Filipiak,
46, of Troy, Ohio; Chad Cooper,
26, of Jackson, Miss.; Linda
Schultz, 46, of Columbus, Ohio;
and her 17-year-old daughter,
Jennifer Schultz, the spokesman
said.
Arnold said the four underwent
WU daft showed they were fine.
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Hope said Heather didn't know
her parents were killed until
Cooper and Keesee broke it to
her on the way to Sanford.
"At one point, she was being
held down in the car by one of
the others — whether this is consoling or controlling — so she
wouldn't go berserk," Hope said.
The Wendorfs' 17-year-old
daughter, Jennifer, discovered the
bloody scene at the family's Eustis home and called 911.

Motel manager Wendell Spigle
said 56 guests were registered.
One of them had requested a
"wakeup call" for 5:45 a.m. and
when he didn't answer the telephone, motel staff went to the
room, where they had to break
down the door to reach the man
about 7:10 a.m.
Capt. Tony Broyles of the
Danville Fire Department said
one possible source of the fumes
was a malfunctioning gas heater
used to heat an indoor pool on
the east end of the building.
Those hospitalized were staying
in the motel's east end.
Fire Chief Wendell Boyd told
an afternoon news conference
that the cause was still under investigation. Rodney Raby of the
state fire marshal's office said the
venting system also was under
investigation.
Holiday Inn Express has been
open since August 1994. Each of
the rooms is heated electrically.
The motel was still closed
early today.
Motel owner Don Howard said
it was lucky that more people weren't overcome by the fumes.
"We were unlucky in that something did happen, that's the worst
part of this whole situation."
The only safe level of carbon
monoxide is "zero," said Deputy
Fire Chief Jim King. On the east
side of the motel, firefighters had
detected the level of gas at 300
parts per million. King said the
gas bonds with the blood's hemoglobin 200 times faster than oxygen and prevents oxygen from
bonding with the blood's cells.
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The Calloway County Literacy
Project offers classes on conversational English for Spanishspeaking workers.

Free factory-installed
icemaker! A $100 value!

lifLAMM'
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nmore'

100
.
188 Cu ft '
refrigerator with
adjustable spillproof, slide-out
glass shelves
and adjustable
door bins with
gallon storage
Twin crispers.
meat drawer
65971

30-in electric
range with selfcleaning oven
and smooth
radiant cooktop
Solid block glass
door 66401

After the slayings, Heather
first traveled with Keesee and .
Cooper in Anderson's Buick Skylark. But the girls switched to her
father's Ford Explorer, joining
Ferrell and Anderson, when they
ditched the Buick in Sanford,
Fla., and continued to Baton
Rouge.

VCLARIFICATION

Ken more'

fl
Whirlpool

and drank their own blood and
that of mutilated animals, investigators said.
Hope said Heather did not
think Ferrell intended to harm her
parents.

Six guests suffer carbon monoxide poisoning

SUBSCRIBE

Glendale at Martell

"I don't know if she dropped
the phone or what," Hope said
after he gave her the news by
telephone. "She was near hysterical crying.
"It doesn't change the fact that
she has been orphaned by the
murders. But it certainly gives
her some reprieve in the immediate sense."
Hope said she would try to rebuild her life with the help a
court-appointed guardian.
Her grand jury testimony is
secret, but she told police from
the time of her arrest in Baton
Rouge that she wanted to run
away with Ferrell, a former classmate at Eustis High School who
had moved to Kentucky with his
family.
Ferrell was the leader of a
group of youths, most of them
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•Council...
the Murray city limas.
"I think a lot of people were
interested in controlled development," said City Administrator
Don Elias. "They discussed
things like shopping center development, green space and how we
utilize green space in our subdivisions and parking lot areas,
things like that."
The plan also addressed the
city's downtown area in an effort
to "maintain the vitality" of that
area and the future of governmental sevices there.
The plan suggests that a review
commission be established to

FROM PAGE 1
Lives the committee outlined include conservation needs, revitalization, new growth, utility
growth, transportation and parks
and recreation needs.
One of the main issues
focussed on was the lack of zoning regulations outside the city
limits and how that will be affected by the city's future
growth, especially with the development of a roadway linking
Mayfield to Cadiz.
That road is scheduled to intersect Highway 641 just north of

menu are updated.
According to Butch Seargent,
director of planning and engineering, the next element that
will probably be looked at is land
use.
"That's the one we use the
most in our daily operations," he
said. "Now that we have the goals and objectives completed (and
in the hands of council members),
we need to look at updating our
zoning regulations."
Seargent said the city may start
working on the next element of
the comprehensive plan by midyear.

study the possibilities of providing a city hall, police and fire department complex, as well as a
funding concept for this.
"These are very broad-based
suggestions on how the city
should (grow) in the future,"
Elias said.
Once the city council approves
the goals and objectives element
of the comprehensive plan, a new
committee will be appointed to
work on the next element.
Elias said the city plans to
work on one element each year
and that state law does not stipulate the order in which the ele-

A waLlablia as all

Holland Drugs or Leading_ Discount Pharmacy

Grand Opening Sat., Feb. 1st

China House
Larg,• 1)1.114.1 7 (lays a week
Lunch S.1.99

"We keep talking about holding hands and jumping off
together," Lott said. "But we're
still saying, 'You first.'"
Indeed, Clinton himself drew
the line on amending the Constitution to require a balanced fed-

eral budget, something Republicans in Congress long have advocated. "What we ought to do is
follow prudent policies, balance
the budget and move forward,"
the president said.
"When you amend the Constitution, you do it forever," Clinton said. "No one can foresee the
circumstances that will come up a
generation from now. ... I just
think that the Congress has an
obligation to think of what could
happen here in the future and ask
themselves whether they really
want to straitjacket the United
States."
During his 55-minute session
in the White House's elegant East
Room, Clinton was peppered
with questions about questionable
Democratic fund raising. But he
also addressed some foreign and
domestic concerns, saying:
—He believes Republicans and
Democrats alike have to fix a
campaign finance system that has
not been updated since

KENTUCKY •1996...
FROM PAGE 1
LOTTERY
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Shell

Turning to temperatures, the
national average last year was
52.3 degrees Fahrenheit, close to
the average of 52.4. Of the 102
years of record-keeping, 1996
ranks 47th on a scale with 1 the
coldest and 102 the hottest.
For the West — California and
Nevada — it was the second hottest year on record with an average of 57.3 degrees, trailing only
1934's 57.8. Normal is 55.0. Arizona, New Mexico and Utah also
had years ranked among the 10

Watergate-era reforms 20 years
ago.
—He still anticipates holding a
March summit with Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who is
slowly recovering from open
heart surgery. Clinton said he had
no information to contradict Moscow's statements that Yeltsin was
steadily recovering.
—He believes his policy on
China "is the correct one" even
though it has not yielded the
progress on human rights issues
that he wants. He said he hopes
China would not crack down on
civil liberties when it takes control of Hong Kong in July.
—He is confident that Saudi
Arabia will cooperate with the
FBI investigation of the Dhahran
bombing that killed 19 American
servicemen. Attorney General
Janet Reno and FBI Director
Louis Free!) have raised concerns
about the Saudis' cooperation.
Clinton acknowledged that his
White House made mistakes in

helping raise millions of dollars
for his re-election bid, but denied
that deep-pocketed donors were
able to buy access to his
administration.

hottest.
"In the Southwest ... you had a
quite persistent high pressure
there, especially earlier in the
year, and therefore warmer temperatures and less cloud cover.
That seemed to change later in
the year," Brown said.

In the north central part of the
country, a persistent flow from
the northwest caused several
states to record temperatures
among their 10 coldest, including
North and South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Indiana, Michigan and
Illinois.

"I never made a decision for
anybody because they were contributors of mine," the president
said, adding that investigators
will have to decide whether fundraising mistakes were made deliberately or inadvertently.
The president also said he had
not known in advance about the
hiring of former Associate Attorney General Webster Hubbell by
the Lippo Group, an Indonesiabased banking conglomerate at
the center of a good deal of the
questionable Democratie "lima
raising. Hubbell resigned from
the government in disgrace after
admitting he overbilled legal
clients back in Arkansas, and
Whitewater prosecutors were
seeking his cooperation at the
time he took the job with Lippo.

10% (HT Buffet (Saturday
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CORRECTION
The ad for Wholesale Electric, that ran in
yesterday's Progress edition, has incorrect
information stated in it.

Judy Outland of the
Phone Center is not
at Murray Supply.
We apologize for our error and are sorry for
any inconvenience this may cause.
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III Budget...
FROM PAGE 1
aid the bipartisan cooperation he
is seeking as a hallmark of his
second term.
"The most encouraging thing
has been, to me, the way that my
budget proposals have been received," Clinton said. "Even in
criticism, they have not been rejected outright. ... So on balance,
I'm still quite hopeful."
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss., said Tuesday that
while Republicans were not adverse to working with Clinton on
a budget agreement, the president
must realize bipartisan cooperation — particularly around balancing the budget — won't be
an easy thing to achieve,
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Children should be honored

Murray Ledger & Times
GINA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

consume that much take-home
pizza in any given week.

NOT

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision, the people perish:
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Snyder thanked for help
Dear Editor:
The late Charlie Snyder was one of the kindest and most generous
people of our community. Charlie's sudden passing grieves us all. Year
after year Charlie was a regular donor of dog food and other necessities
to the animal shelter. Typically, he would come through the door with a
50 pound bag of dog food over his shoulder, call out "Charlie Snyder
here," and leave almost before anyone could thank him. Charlie had a
deep affection for the animals of this world and he could be counted on to
act on their behalf.
As those who have boarded pets at his kennel over the past 23 years
know; the Snyder family is genuinely tuned in to animals. A recent
Chamber of Commerce profile describes the meticulous, individualized
care that pets boarded there receive, noting that the kennel is "a cozy
boarding home." Knowing how to keep pets healthy and happy was one
of Charlie's many special gifts.
Charlie Snyder will be missed for his generous spirit and his good
nature,but his love ofanimals and the help and care he gave to them will
Long be remembered and appreciated. The Humane Society of Calloway
County extends its deepest sympathy to Charlie's family and friends.
Margaret Vaughn, secretary
Board of Directors
Humane Society of Calloway Co.
P.O. Box 764, Murray, KY 42071

FRANKFORT — One of these
days, someone should build a moAGREE OR
nument to the short lives of babies
and little children who died at the
hands of parents or custodians while
they were under the protection of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Todd Duvall
The list of names on the monument keeps right on growing longer,
Sof:Licata:I columnist
despite good-faith efforts-by everyone from the governor to social know — and found out only from a
workers to stop the deaths.
newspaper reporter — that the
The latest name,ofcourse, would information was readily available
be 10-month-old Elaina Curtis, who from the Administrative Office of
died early this month in a Paducah
the Courts (AOC).
emergency room of massive interTo their credit, the fax machine
nal injuries. Her mother and step- between the Cabinet for Families
father have been charged with and Children and AOC began workcriminal abuse.
ing overtime.
At the time of her death,a hearing
Still, it should not have taken the
was scheduled in Fayette County to death of a 10-month-old infant for
determine whether she and other two state agencies to discover themsiblings were being neglected. The selves.
family moved from Lexington to
So, the autopsy and funeral are
Paducah only days before the baby's over. The parents are in custody.
death, a fact that we DQW learn The fax machine is humming. The
would have required a whole new
story ofElaine Curtis'short life soon
petition and hearing in McCracken
will disappear from the media spotCounty,a delaying tactic that appa- light.
rently is common to avoid terminaIn fact, already that spotlight has
tion of parental rights.
turned elsewhere, to allegations of
Elaina Curtis' death also brought child neglect and spousal abuse in
to light that state social wosters_did - -the- family of-Kentucky First Lady
not know that her stepfather had Judi Patton. The tragedy of abuse
been convicted twice ofchild sexual
abuse.a fact that would havealerted and neglect, then, isn't limited to
them to the possibility of physical poor people or under-educated peoabuse in the home. They didn't ple or any of the stereotypes we

4

In fact, the state pays local jails
far more to house and feed prisoners
per day than it pays foster parents to
take care ofchildren who have done
nothing more than come from negligent or abusive parents.
have of broken homes. The tragedy
can happen in the best of families.
If the court agrees with the
governor and Mrs. Plum's request
to gain permanent custody of Judi
Patton's three grandchildren, they
will have all of the advantages
doting, wealthy custodians can
give.
That's not always the case when
the Dale itself takes custody of
children and puts them in foster
homes.
A Task Force on Children in
Placement met here last week and
one thing is abundantly clear from
testimony at its meeting. Foster
parents in Kentucky need a raise.
Right now, the state pays foster
parents between $9.50 and $15.75
per day,depending on health needs,
to take care of children placed with
them by the courts.
Can anyone imagine trying to
feed, clothe, educate and take care
of the general needs of a child on
$111.75 a week, let alone $66.50 a
week? A teen-ager easily could
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Ofcourse,any amount of support
in foster care would have been
better than the Paducah morgue for
Elaina Curtis.
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That's why the latest death of a
child under state protection must
result in a lotofchanges.There must
be more social workers with lower
case loads and they must have all the
technology necessary to do their
work fairly and efficiently. There
must be a high priority in the courts
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for cases involving termination of
parental rights and loopholes closed
that allow negligent or abusive
parents to avoid or delay those cases
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by moving out of a court's jurisdiction. And foster parents must be
provided enough money to do their
difficult jobs.
Otherwise, there will be more
names added in the future to that
memorial to children who died
under the state's protection.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Jan. 11 — The Dominion of Wellington, New Zealand, on
Cabbage Patch dolls:
Shame on the Mattel Corp. of America. They have panicked,
blackballing one of the finest contraceptive tools ever launched on
the saccharine toy market. We refer of course to the craven refunds
being made for the chewing and ingesting Cabbage Patch doll
which has fallen foul of a handful of namby-pamby parents just
because it ate their kiddies' hair and gnawed their fingers a bit.
The moment we start getting into what babies are really like, the
dream-makers get cold feet and flee back to Barbie. ...
The latest Cabbage Patch effort was commendable. What it implied was that babies are even uglier than Winston Churchill (most
look like Bela Lugosi) — and they bite as well. It is sad that such a
simple message was too hard to stomach ...
Mattel should have the courage to produce a windup Brat Doll.
Brat Doll would be programmable by parents to do what real babies
do. It would be time-switched to scream for a few hours in the
night. It would have the ability to climb out of its cot and land on
the floor with a sickening thud. It would crawl around at parties,
knocking over drinks and carrying out a host of irritating functions.
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Daily News, Bowling Green
Gov. Paul Patton must be trying to encourage critical thinking in
suggesting that improving life for the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville and shelling out more bucks to other
state universities are the best options for enhancing Kentucky's
higher education.
Maybe the universities can make a case for more money. But
first things first. Fatter state checks for the universities can wait;
reform cannot.
The first requirement for calling a truce to the constant warring
among the eight state universities and the legislature for funds and
programs is to make them answerable to the same authority. Their
existing separate boards are a large part of the problem. No amount
of new money will quell the university in-fighting and rivalries until their basic governing ,structure is changed.
If Kentucky taxpayers -and legislators are as short-fused as we
are about having their wallets perpetually plucked to finance these
academic turf battles, they will insist first on oversight reform.
Then we can talk about money. Patton, however, is right on a couple of points.
The regional universities do need, as Patton said, to have assigned, non-overlapping academic specialities. But it isn't the regional_ universities that need non-competitive programs the most. It
is UK and U of L, with their costly and competing medical, dental
and law schools, which account for nitich of higher education's
public-purse draining.
Technical training falls woefully short for a state trying to drag
itself into the technology age, as well. One reason is that the community college system, controlled by UK,espouses liberal arts education that steers students to UK afterwards, to the detriment of
...
crafts training.
The solution is to sever community colleges from UK, combine
them as a single unit with state technical schools, and place the
group under the same central authority created to oversee state
universities.
These are essential first steps in making Kentucky higher education responsive to the needs of the commonwealth and its students
and considerate of the taxpayers. Without implementing most of
them in some form, no serious reconstruction of higher education
can even begin.
•
_

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whitfield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Physician-assisted suicide
•••1

Public gets incomplete picture
By Nancy Rose, RN
Director of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Hospice
As the national debate on physician-assisted suicide continues, the
public is seeing and hearing an
incomplete picture of end-of-life
care.
As local director of the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital Hospice
program, I can say we echo the
opinion of leaders with the National
Hospice Organization. We are opposed to physician-assisted suicide
in the case of terminally ill persons,
as well as legalization of voluntary
euthanasia.
Much publicity surrounding
physician-assisted suicide is in the
media, and the Supreme Court is
beginning an examination of this
issue.
Hospice is simply reiterating its
opposition to the assisted suicide.
There seems to be a growing perception in the national media that a
terminally ill patient must only
choose between a painful existence
devoid of value on one hand and
assisted suicide on the other. We
want people to remember there is
another more appropriate option,
and that is hospice care. In this
debate, the option of hospice care is
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often overlooked.
Hospice is an interdisciplinary
team approach to care. Our program
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital utilizes doctors, nurses, volunteers, clergy and other healthcare
professionals to address the physical, emotional, social and spiritual
needs of patients who have limited
life expectancies and their families.
The fear of painful suffering,
abandonment and losing control are
often the reasons a terminally ill
patient may turn to suicide. Hos-

pice's main responsibility to its
patients and families is to ensure
that people do not die alone, in pain
and as a burden to their families.
At MCCH Hospice, we believe
dying is a part of the normal process
of living and (like all of life's
stages), it brings with it opportunities for personal growth and development. Because of the comprehensive symptom management
and supportive care offered by
Hospice programs like ours at
MCCH, these experiences can

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expresi their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more than 5(X) words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

•
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Our Hospice program at Murray-Calloway County Hospital is
Medicare approved and is accredited by the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. We are a member of the
National Hospice Organization and
provide services to any eligible
Calloway residents. If you have any
questions, I would be pleased to
speak with you. My number is(502)
762-1389.
A complete statement on the
National Hospice Organization's
position on physician-assisted suicide is available on the NHO home
page (http://www.nho.org), or by
calling NHO at (703) 243-5900.
(Editor's Note: Nancy Rose has
been a registered nursefor30 years
and has served as Director of
MCCIrs Hospice program for 13
years. MCCH was thefirst hospital
in Kentucky to have a hospitalbased hospice program.)
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However, without prohibitions
against assisted suicide (at issue in
the cases before the Supreme
Court), it appears there will be less
opportunity for people wishing to
live until they die to do so.
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Salter appointed
as district deputy

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Murray SBDMC meeting Thursday
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making council
will meet Thursday. Jan. 30, at 6 p.m. in the school library. The
purpose will be to work on the bylaws. Eleanor Mills, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.
‘t.

4".

Free tax service for seniors

a

Two IRS trained representatives of American Association of Retired Persons will be filing income tax forms for Senior Citizens at
Glendale Road Church of Christ building each Tuesday, starting
Feb. 4, and continuing through April 15. Persons should call
753-3714 for an appointment.

ALPHA MU CHAPTER photos

Pictured at the meeting of Alpha Mu 14760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha international Sorority were, from left, Margaret Torhune, Helen Ceampbell,
Kathie Gentry, Kathie Fleming, Susan Plunkett, Hazel Matthal and Helen
Boughton.

Oaks' Couples' Bridge Saturday
Couples' Bridge at Oaks Country Club will be Saturday, Feb. 1, at
7 p.m. at the club house. Those not already signed up wishing to
play may call Kathryn Outland or Shirley Wade, hostesses. All
members are invited to attend.
et

Retired teachers to meet Monday
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Feb. 3, at 1 p.m. at the Murray High School cafeteria. Lunch
will be furnished by the Murray School System. The program, following lunch, will be presented by Murray High School. CCRTA
President Virgil Harris urges all members and prospective members
who have recently retired from the Murray, Calloway County, or
Murray State University systems to attend.

North Intramurals scheduled
North Calloway Elementary School PTO will sponsor the annual
intramural basketball games for grades K-3 in the school gymnasium
beginning Tuesday, Feb. 4, from 6 to 8 p.m. North students will be
admitted free, but admission for all others will be $1 per person.
Concessions will be available, along with halftime entertainment, including a 3-point shooting contest and cheerleaders. All paid admissions may compete in the contest. For more information call the
school, 753-9776, and ask to speak to a PTO officer.

Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni to meet
The Kentucky Lake Area Alumni Association of Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity will meet Friday, Jan. 31, at 6:30 p.m. at Ken Bar Inn. All
Pikes are invited. At the conclusion of a short business meeting, the
group will attend the spring smoker of the Epsilon Lambda chapter.

Four Rivers Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Feb. 2, at 2 p.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information
call Velvaleen Burkeen at 753-6979 or Jack Kerr at 753-2698. The
public is invited to attend these events.

Computer class starts Thursday
A Computer Class for beginners for parents of students in the
Murray City School System will begin Thursday, Jan. 30, at 6 p.m.
in Room 304 of Murray Middle School. Sheila Henry will be the
instructor. This course is being sponsored by the Murray Family Resource Center. For information or to enroll call the center at
759-9592.

CCHS Council to meet Thursday
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will have a called meeting on Thursday, Jan. 30, at 3 p.m. in
Room 411 at the school. Agenda items include approval of budget
and allocations, Technology Committee report, and graduation requirements. Jerry Ainley, principal, invites the public to attend.

Pet Therapy planned Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Jan. 30, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. For information call Lois Ruiz, 436-2453.

Spouse Abuse seeks volunteers

4.

John Salter of Murray, 73, has
been appointed as District Deputy
Grand Master to oversee eight
Free and Accepted Masonic
lodges located in Calloway and
Marshall counties.
Grand Master of the State of
Kentucky, Wayne Rogers, recently announced Salter's investiture
and duties pertaining to the eight
lodge total membership of about
1,300.
After serving three years in
World War II, Salter was raised,
along with his father, to the sublime degree of Master Mason in
February 1948 in Webster, N.Y.
He served as Webster Highway
superintendent for several years
before becoming associated with
International Harvester in 1956.
Salter married the former Elise
Lee in 1956. They spent the next
10 years living in Chicago, Ill.,
Syracuse, N.Y., and Minneapolis,
Minn.

family and friends from several
parts of the country.
In a recent interview, Salter
said that he was "very happy to
re-involved in Masonry. I was so
pleased to have not only been
elected Master of Murray Lodge
#105 in 1996, but was also accepted into T.L. Jefferson-Benton
Lodge #622 as a dual member."
Salter's current position requires him to attend monthly
lodge meetings in Sharp. ,Briensburg, Calvert City, Hardin, Aurora, and Temple Hill lodges; and
twice monthly meetings in Benton and Murray.
Primary plans are underway for
the annual District Four Educational meeting to be at Murray
Middle School on Saturday,
March 22-, at 5:30 p.m.

While living in Chicago he united with Grove Manufacturing
_ Company.in 1966, and was transferred in 1972 to San Francisco,
Calif. Over the next 16 years of
his working career, the Salters
made their homes in Hagerstown,
Md., Jacksonville, Fla., and Denver, Colo.
Annazette Fields, left, won a pair of crystal candleholders at the meetThe Salters moved from Dening of Alpha Mu 14760 of ESA. Pictured at right is Helen Campbell, ver to Murray in 1988 upon his
chapter president.
retirement, and settled into their
new Preston Height's home in
1989 where they currently reside.
They celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary in 1996 with

Work of the Salvation
Army is discussed by
Gentry at local event

Gentry said "there is no facility, as such, in Murray by The
Salvation Army, but the Army
and Need Line work very closely
together. The Army's closest facility is in Paducah."
The Army has approximately
10 members who are active in the
local group. A total of $6,000
was raised from Bell Ringing by
local volunteers. Fleming represented Alpha Mu ringing bells.
Gentry reported that all of this
money stays right here in Murray
to help the needy. The Army has
a speciality of assisting the elderly with ramps when needed;
assisted 270 families with food at

The Spouse Abuse Center needs volunteers to help with the center
programs. Volunteers are trained for two hours a night, Feb. 24-28,
at 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The training will encompass all areas the center
deals with on a day to day basis. For training and information about
volunteering, call Nancy at 1-502-443-6001.

John Salter
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Christmas time in Murray; helped
with summer camp for needy
children; and worked with Need
Line.
Chaplain Kathie Fleming gave
the thought for the day quoting
from "No Problem" by Helen
Steiner Rice. Reports were given
by Hazel Matthai, treasurer, and
Fleming and Annazette Fields on
the pecan sales.
Plans were discussed for the
upcoming Mother/Daughter Fashion Show with all proceeds going
to the St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital at Memphis,
Tenn.
Campbell announced that a
nominating committee will be appointed in March, and officers
will be elected in April and installed in May.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Boughton.
The chapter will meet Tuesday,
Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. at the home of
Helen Campbell. A Jewel Pin
ceremony for new members will
be conducted.

By HELEN BOUGHTON
Chapter Writer
Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International Sorority met Tuesday, Jan. 7, at the
home of Helen Boughton. Helen
Campbell, president, presided.
Kathie Gentry, Educational Director, gave an interesting report
on The Salvation Army.

Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat.
7S3-1462
109 S. 4th St.

600 Winners Each Week! 1,800 Winners For The Month!
You Could Win Up To THREE TIMES In February!

Alpha Omicron Pi plans reunion

ENTER FROM JAN. 26-FEB. 15

A reunion of women who were Alpha Omicron Pi seniors in the
years 1963, 1964 and 1965 is being planned. Any Alpha Omicron Pi
member who graduated just before or immediately after these years
who would like to attend the reunion should contact Billie Burton at
759-4045 or 762-2186..

Complete rules available at Casino Services.

Country Hitmaker

JOHN CONLEE

OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

LIVE IN CONCERT!
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7,
THE MERV GRIFFIN THEATER
One Night Only, 7 & 9pm •

EMPSE:Mr23CSI
For a limited
time, our terrific
selection of hot entrees, fresh vegetables and crisp salads
isjust $3.99 every weekdayfrom 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. And
that includes fresh hot baked goods and dessert.

Performing his many has including "Rose Colored
Glasses", "Back Side of min)", "Common Man" and
no-Ay more country classics.

Tickets are $10 - Seating is limited

Ladies' Dress & Casual Shoes
1 Pair...
1st Pair Reg. Price, 2n4,

Aid don't miss Chubby Checker
lino in Cootort on February 28.

20%

Selected Group of

• B1-Alr Canter
S. 12th St. • Murray
753-0448

Factory Discount Shoes
and

Nurse's Uniforms
753-9419
Downtown on Court S uare
1-6
• Ol'EN SUN. 1-6
SUN.
•
OPEN
OPEN SUN. 1-6
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Calloway Middle releases honor roll
Calloway County Middle
School has released the honor roll
for the second nine weeks of
school as follows:

What sine are you? Tall and thin„ phis
size, petite or average? If you an not
pleased with the body you have don't
blame yourself, change your clothes and
your outlook.
Tall and slender women are envied by
shorter heavier ones,but tall woman have
problems with lengthsjust as their shorter
counterpuu.
For tall women, color blocking tends
to break up the tallness so try light or
bright on top and dark on the bonom.
Petite women,on the other hand, need
a'nonautomatic look to add height. A
cropped jacket and creases in pants add
stature to a short frame. Wearing skirts
and dresses that fit right above the knee
are the most flattering for any age petite
woman.
Large size wonien should not hide
under big shirts and baggy pants. Try
sophisticated shapes that slim the body
like single breasted jackeu and straight
cut pants. V-neck tops lengthen the torso
and make the neck loot thinner and
longer. Avoid lots of heavy jewelry and
busy prints.
Pear shaped women can camouflage a
,bonan-heavy figure wearing a bright or
patterned top to draw the eyes upward
sway from the hips and thighs. Trousers
with tucks or pleats in the front also hide
extra pounds.
Jackets and sweaters with small shoulder pods give the upper body a more
proportioned look. Avoid pleated skirts.
Women with a thick middle can wear a
jacket with a nipped in waist, it falls at the
right place on her hips to elongate her
torso. A good buy would be • body
shaping undergarment that flattens the
tummy and trims inches off the middle.
Whatever your size or shape you can
always make the most of what you have
and get a pulled together look. Play with
new colon and accessories to jazz up
your wardrobe. Don't get caught up in the
same old safe, tried and true look you
have had since you were in high school.
Study your shape and look what the
magazines and TV programs are showing. Creating a flattering easy look is a lot
simpler than you think.
Also D.K. Kelley and staff will be
happy to help you choose fashions just
right for you so you can feel confident
and good about yourself.
Congratulations to Jennifer Collins
who won the sweater at our luncheon
Friday. Try to join us this week for lunch
and even more savings. See our S10,S15,
$20, $25 and $35 racks and all other
winter merchandise is 60% off.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report__

SUM GRADE
AR As
!Brittany Adams, Lucas Canal, Stephanie Craig, Stephanie Dembra, Gina
Fielder, Tim Fotsch. Henry Kobrael.
Susan Lassiter, William Lawrence,
Patrick Lynn,
Amy McKnight, Matthew Morris, Billie Pritchett, Chad Pritchett, Stacey
Robertson, Steven Shackelford, Brian
Talley, Heidi van Ameiingen, and Eric
Werner.
Al As and Bs
Sharon Adams, Joanna Anderson,
Ben Anderson, Joanna Anderson. Kyle
Anderson, Jeremiah Arnett, Brandon
Ball, Christina Barrett, Serena Brittain.
Audrey Etucy, Wally Bullard, Brent Burchett, Stacey Burgess, Amanda Cline,
Cortney Cook,
Rebecca Cripps, Amanda ()Angelo,
Lee Ann Darnell, Paul Demont, Chase
Duncan, Jessica Duncan, Daniel Dycus, Brandon Elkins. Nicole Erwin,
Erin Farrell, Alex Fritz, Bryan Furches,
John Galloway, Chelsie Gardner, Matt
Gingles, Stephanie Gorrell,
Kim Griffin, Ashlee Gupton, Megan
Hall, Shane Harper, Kayla Henson,
Kera Henson, Jeffrey Higgins, Amy
Hooten, Trista Hopkins, Amber Howard, Melissa Huscusson, Alicia Johnso Clint Johnson, Kevin Johnson,
Nathan Jones, Kendrea Kear, Ben
Keller,
Evan Lane, Kim Lane, Jennifer Mat-

Springer girl
born Dec. 28
Cassie Cooper of Murray and
Stephen Springer of Louisville
are the parents of a daughter,
Koby Orion Springer.
The baby girl was born Saturday, Dec. 28, 1996, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The
baby weighed eight pounds 12
ounces and measured 21 inches.

Need
Early
Morning
Childcare?
For Your Convenience

New Hours:
5:45 a.m. 'til 5:15 p.m.
Infants thru Age 6

10 Tiny Hearts to
1610 Ryan Ave.

753-4181

DtJStLLtT
—

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

won, Megan -Miller, Amy Noteworthy,
Kelly Overbey, Undoes)
,Paschal. Desiree Perkins, Edger Perry, Bobby Potts,
Fetish& Prescott. Whitney Puckett,
Sean Ramsey. Kenneth Scott,
Eric Spencer, Michael Stanger, Kyle
Starks, James Slenberg, Deanna Talley, April Thomason, Kknberly Thompson, John Wall, Lindsey White, Carley
Williams, Summer Williams, and Brittany Yoak.
SEVENTH GRADE
All As
Jeremy Allbritton, Johnna Arnett,
Mwanda Bellew, Rebecca Boyd, Tars
Brooks, Rebekah Burton, Mark Chamberlain, Casey Cornelison, Tammy
Dabbs, Elizabeth Dandeneau, Angela
Duncan, Anne-Marie Dunlap, Darrell
Hargrove, Alli Hillard,
Ashley Iglesias. Haley Lynn, Tera
Murdock, Michelle Overbey, Madeline
Philpot, Michael Pritchard, Megan
Raspberry, Meagan Rogers, Kam*
Stonecipher, John Todd, Tamara
Tucker, and Brittany Vaughn.
All As and Bs
Angela Armstrong, Brian Asher,
Brittany Beane, Brittany Bogard, Crystal Burnham, Jacob Caddas, Daryl
Cole, Paul Colwell, Miranda Conner,
Jennie Crawford, Michael Crowfoot,
Kory Cunningham, Erin Dick, Deanna
Dycus, Louis Ernstberger,
Tara Evans, Ashley Futrell, Justin
Gibbs, Aaron Godar, Ashley Hulse,
Stephen Janow, Jessica Johnson,
Shanna Kelso, Nikki Lamb, Stacey
Lee, Heather Macha, Jessica Marvin,
Caitlan Maxwell, Chelsie McCuiston,
Lauren McKendree, Daysha Milby,
Tommy Mills, Brandon Morris,
Janessa Morton, Alli Musser, Brent
Norsworthy, Robert Nowak, Noelle Olsen, Jessica Ottway, Tyler Owen,
Jeremy Owens, Jacob Payne, Ashley
Peters, Aaron Pittman, Michelle Rowland, Tasheena Rowland,
Jessica Scott, Todd Sexton, Ashley
Smith, Stephanie Spann, Chase
Stone, Clint Stone, Bridget Swatzell,
Josh Sykes, Sandra Thompson, Sarah
Thompson, Michelle Tingle, Jennifer
Todd, Jeremy Waggoner, and Tera
Yarbrough.
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Misty Bogard, Jeremy Bolls, Cecilia
Bramhill, Shelsea Bullard, Amanda
Carter, Aaron Cowan, Patrick Greer,
Justin Holland, Matt Lest, Derek
McCallum, Joey McDaniel, Jamie
Miller, Raeqan Morton,
Ashley Noffsinger, Brian Overbey,
Bethany Pate, Chase Redden, Marion
Rogers, Tiffany Rogers, Tiffany Shemwell, Kacey Stark, Whitni Steele,
Jimmy Stubblefield, and Jena Thomas.

Promise Keepers
free seminar to
be held Saturday
Purchase Area Task Force in
Support of Promise Keepers will
sponsor a free seminar, "An Introduction to Men's Ministry," on
Saturday, Feb. 1, for ministers
and church leaders.
The seminar will be at
Washington Street Baptist
Church, 721 Washington- St., Paducah, with the Rev. Raynarldo
Henderson as host pastor.
Johnny Baker from the Kentucky State Office of Promise
Keepers will be the primary
teacher. He recently retired from
the U.S. Army.
No reservations are needed.
The seminar will begin at 8:30
a.m. and will go through the
morning. For information call
1-502-354-8434.

AN As and Bs
Jake Abbott, Brenda Ahem Lisa Arnold, Daniel Ball, Melanie Bergquist,
Tara Bogard, Justin Boggess, Jessica
Bybee, Amber Cain, Anthony Conaway, Dusty Clark, Ashley Cook. Brent
Cooper, Natalie Cooper, Ben Cossey,
Wesley Coursey, Cory Downey,
Duane Dycus, Michael Eldridge,
Rodney Emerson, Chris Felts, Alison
Fotsch, Kenai) Garland, Daniel Garner, Jayme Gordon, Chad Greer, Racheal Grogan, Brady Harris, Rachel
Haugh, Linda Higgins, Adrienne Hullos, Craig Jacobs, Angela Johnson,
Sarah Johnson, Clint Kora', Kassa
Kelso, Jessica Lemons, Zech Lovett,
Stephanie Lowe, Annie Lynn, Bethany
Martin, Chad McLaren, Suzanne Parrish, Becky Pennington, April Ramsey,
Heather Rogers, Ryan Rogers,
Tony Ryan, Josh Scheeter, Charles
Scott, Lora Sexton, Casey Smith,
Joshua Smith, Chelsea Stephenson,
Tiffany Stober, Rebecca Suitor, Tera
Todd,
Eury Tynes, Jameson Wade, Chase
Wallace, Belinda Washer, Austin
Webb, Amanda Williams, Michael Williams, Michael Windsor, and Wesley
Wisehart.

Nikki Duncan

Duncan elected
Miss Ole Miss
at university
Nikki Duncan was recently
elected Miss Ole Miss by the student body at the University of
Mississippi.
Duncan, a senior pre-med major, serves as president of Kappa
Kappa Gamma Sorority, as well
as president of Mortar Board.
She is vice president of Omicron Delta Kappa and a member
of Phi Kappa Phi, Ole Miss'
highest academic honorary.
Duncan has also been selected
to membership to the Order of
Imega, Golden Key, Sigma Tau
Delta, and Alpha Epsilon Delta.
Nikki is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. David Duncan of Madison, Miss., and the granddaughter
of Mrs. Alfred H. Young and the
late Mr. Young of Murray.

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Pets of week featured

IRISH SIAM photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are from left, grey and white
shorted hair cat, adult male, and right, a Basset mix dog, adult male,
named Clyde. Hours of the shier are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and closed on Wednesday and Sunday. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

Former Murrayan is
presented with award
Dr. Frank G. Gilliam of Birmingham, Ala., received an
American Epilepsy Society Junior Investigator Award for 1996
at the 50th anniversary meeting
of the American Epilepsy Society
held in December at San Francisco, Calif.
Gilliam presented a research
paper on "Comparison of Comprehensive Outcome Assessment
After Extratemporal and Temporal Resection for Intractable
Epilepsy (K.12).
Dr. Gilliam is assistant professor in the Department of Neurology Epilepsy Center at the University of Alabama School of
Medicine, Birmingham.
"A 1978 honor graduate of Murray High School, he received his
Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy in
1983 from Haveford College,
Havcrford, Pa., and his Doctor of
Medicine in 1987 from the University of Louisville School of
Medicine. His interneship was at
Bethesda Hospital, Cincinnati,
Ohio. He completed his residency
in Neurology at the University of
Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, and was named chief resident in July 1990.
Dr. Gilliam received a Fellowship at Harvard Medical School,
Cambridge, Mass., in Clinical

Dr. Frank G. Gilliam
Ncuro-physiology at Massachusetts General Hospital starting
July I, 1991 under the direction
of Dr. Keith Chiappa.
He is married to Dr. Birgit Haglund Gilliam, Physical Medicine
and Rehabilitation, UAB School
of Medicine at Birmingham.
They have one son, David Karl
Gilliam, 18 months.
Dr. Gilliam is the son of Ms.
Willie Belle Farlcss of Murray
and the late Frank G. Gilliam Sr.
of Lexington.

Spotters Class to be Feb. 20
A Weather Spotters Class will
be be held Thursday, Feb. 20, at
7 p.m. in the Marshall County
Rescue Squad building, Ash
Street, Benton.
Rescue Squad Chief Gene
Kissiar said the class is for anyone, the general public or those
connected with an area
emergency service or agency.
Representatives from the national Weather Service office in

Paducah will teach the class. Discussions will include cloud formations, estimating wind speeds,
and predicting activity in storm
fronts.
Kissiar said the squad has
sponsored similar classes for the
past two years, and there are 25
citizens on the Weather Spotter
team.
For more information call
Kissiar at 1-502-527-0025.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

TRADE-IN SALE!

resolutionsolution4I1l

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
with Approved Credit

209 N 12th St • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St•753-4295

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Jan. 27, have been released as
follows:

Newborn admission
Williams baby girl, parents, Tanya
and Danny, Hazel.
Dismissals
Marvin Lasister, Hazel; Mrs. Bonita
Ahart, Dexter; Mrs. Connie Lou Bell
and baby boy, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Hiawatha Caldwell and Mrs.
Mary K. McCormack and baby girl,
Murray.

Newborn admission
Cook baby boy, parents, Delaine
and Timothy, Murray.
Dismissals
John franklin Fuqua, Hardin; Mrs.
Lynda Oliver, Mrs. Marcella Dortha
Hicks, Kelvin R. York, and Mrs. Violet
Speight, all of Murray.

I

G32642SK

IIICA CoiorTrok Plus - Stereo Monitor-Receiver
• VHP (Very High Per tormonre) Picture Tube
•Optimum (ontrost Streen
• S Jock Video/Audio Monrtor Panel
With S Video (onnerior
•Swivel Base

We Off pleated to announce that
Amy Strickload, bride-elect of
MkhaelLoren, has made her domestic arid
household srlerturns
through our bridal registry.
Amy and Michael will be married
Feb. 8, 1997.

WAL-MART

Pat began her weight loss program in Feb. 96. She successfully reached her goal,
completed our stabilization program and now is learning to keep her weight off through
our Maintenance Program. Join Pat and many others reach goals. Call Todayll
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Jan.
26, have been released as
follows:
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CALENDAR

JO BURKEEN/Likiger a Times photos

Janiecip Reeler, right, and Yvonne Drury, second left, were guest speakers at the January luncheon by Murray
Christian Women's Club. At left is Lois Green. Shown in the background are Toni Hopson and Emma Dean
Lawson, loft, and Dorttia Lovett, center.

Drury speaks at CWC luncheon
Yvonne Drury was the guest
speaker at the "Ready, Set, Go!"
luncheon held Friday, Jan. 17, at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Mrs. Drury from South Fulton,
Tenn., is retired from Sears, is
married to Herman Drury, and
they have one daughter and three
sons. She told of having cancer in
her 30s and told she would die in
a few weeks; but miraculously
healed surprising the doctors.
The speaker said "I am in my
third stage of life in my 70th year
and continue to be active in
Christian Women's club events
and in my church."
Janiece Peeler of Martin,
Tenn., area representative for
Christian Women's Club, was
also a guest. She related events
about the CWC and of the many
projects. Offerings taken each
each month help missionaries
throughout the United States
serving in areas where there are
no churches.
Lois Green presided at the
meeting in absence of Janie
Parker, chairman, who was outof-town. She introduced Mrs.
Drury and Mrs. Peeler.
Martha Moore, local soloist,
presented special music. She sang
"One Thing Less To Dust" and
"For All My Sin" with Janet
Finch as accompanist.
Mrs. Moore is active in many
phases of her church and especially in the music program by
singing in the choir and playing
the handbells. She and her husband, Dr. Ray Moore, a retired
Murray State University professor, have one son, Doug, and two
daughters, Sharon and Betty. She
was introduced by Becky Vinson,
music chairman.
Sheryl HazeIton, owner, and
Lou Davis, manager, of Curves
for Women in Murray, presented
a special feature on fitness. They
were introduced by Livonia Rowland, special feature chairman.
The next "Cozy Up to Quilts"
luncheon will be Friday, Feb. 21,
from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Lou Ann Phi!pot, local quilting
expert, will have the special feature. Music will be by Lynne
York, local soloist. Guest speaker
will be Sharon Johnson of Marion, Ill.

Lou Davis, left, and Sheryl Hazeiton, right, of Curves for Women In Murray, presented the special feature at the January luncheon of Murray
Christian Women's Club. Standing in center is Livonia Rowland.

Martha Moore, right, was soloist, with Janet Finch, left, accompanist, at
the January luncheon of Murray Christian Women's Club.
Reservations should be made number listed above.
All interested women are welby Wednesday evening, Feb. 19,
by calling Freda Lovett, come to attend. There are no
753-3999, or Vida Trenholm, dues, no membership fees or any
”.obligation, said Janie Parker,
753-2399.
A complimentary nursery for CWC chairman. Christian Women's Club is a worldwide orgapreschoolers will be provided and
nursery reservations should be nization and is not affiliated with
made by calling Freda at the any church or denomination.

Volunteers are needed here
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching
for volunteers among Murray
State University students, faculty
and staff.
Shared Care, an adult day care
center, needs help on Tuesday
and Thursday anytime from 7:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. helping with

Photographs by
Lewis exhibited
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club has a showing of
the photographs by Jean F. Lewis
taken during her travels and recent year with the club.
The photographs are now on
display at J.T. Lee's Jewelers in
the Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray.
Lewis invites the public to
view the showing and sign the register book giving comments.

Wednesday, Jan. 29
Caine/6y County Rectal Court special
meeting/3 p m.Meaks Community
Center auditorium.
Murray High School Lady Tigers play
Caverna/4 p.m./in All-A Classic Basketball Classic at Richmond.
Writing Committee of Southwest
Elementary School SBOM CoundW3
p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/noon-3:30 p.m.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Cenieriopen 10 am.-2 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activiees.
Weeks Center/open 8 am.-4 p.m./lor
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 pm.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m_Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bib4 Study/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK 8
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m ; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First Christian Church Elders and
Diaconate with Roger Miller/6.30 p m,
Choir/7 30 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
mission activities, Adult Bible Study/7
p.m
St. Leo Catholic Church Adult Religious Education/6:30 p.m.
Mislaid* Baptist Church service/7
thimi versity Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
temorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir and Choristers/5 p.m.;
Kids Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal, Tom Turner Silent Prayer, Singers
Unlimited/6 p.m.; Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Intercessory
Prayer/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time,
Praise1/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting and
Bible Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curtis Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 30
Computor Beginners' Clads for parents of Murray City School children/6
p.m./Room 304, Murray Middle.
Info/753-9592.
Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making Council/3
p.m/Room 411 at school.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Wheat Management meeting/7
p.m./Dees Bank of Hazel.
Info/753-2545.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
First United Methodist Church Senior
Adult trip to Carnton Plantation/8:30
a.m.; Quilters/9:30 a.m.; Trustees/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Wall
Mission Group/1:30 p.m.; Visitation/7

r
rs't Baptist Church
OuV9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Thursday, Jan. 30
St. Leo Catholic Church Mass/2 phi.;
RCIJV7 p.m.
Murray Mutants Club/6 p m /Shoney's
Murray Rotary Club/noon at Seven
Saes
Hazel Center open 10 a m.-2 pm for
senior citizen acuvibes
Weeks Center open 8 a m -1 p m for
senior citizens activities Foot Care
Clinic/1 p m but call 753-0929 for
appointment

TOPS KY MO ineelincy7 p.m with
weighin/15 p m /Annex of Calloway
Public Library
Campus Lights producoon,'Crazy for
You'/8 p m /Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University Info/762-4288
Currie Center Gallery, MSUiopen 11
am- 10 p m

Book signing is Saturday
Paula Cunningham, co-author
of a new release, Kentucky: Dining by the Lakes, will be signing copies of her book at CR
Books & Music, Highway 641
North, Murray, on Saturday, Feb.
1, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The new book is a dining guide
and cookbook featuring recipes
from some of the best restaurants
in West Kentucky.
Strawberry butter on homemade bread from Patti's 1880's
Restaurant, and bite-size Ken-

Eastern Star
has meeting
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star met
Tuesday, Jan. 14, at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall on Highway 121
North.
Nancy Manning, worthy matron, and Carmel Byers, worthy
patron, presided.
It was announced that Howard
and Alma McNeely will receive
their 50-year pins as they were
unable to attend the meeting.
The next meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 11, at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall. All members are
urged to attend.

tucky country ham hors
d'oeuvres with ham from
Newsom's Old Mill Store will be
served during the signing event.
The book, co-authored by
Paula Cunningham and Meredith
Eddy, a journalist, was published
by McClanahan Publishing.

Mass wedding
is scheduled on
Valentine's Day
MONTVILLE, Conn. (AP) —
Dozens of couples will gamble
on wedded bliss when they take
their vows Valentine's Day at the
Mohegan Sun Casino.
The mass wedding was planned
as a promotion for radio station
WKSS-FM. The station set a goal
of 95 couples to correspond with
its location on the radio dial. By
the weekend, they had signed up
more than 70 pairs willing to roll
the dice.
The couples will marry on We
air during the "Ross & Courtney" morning show. Disc jockey
Ross Brittain will officiate.
The station hopes to top last
year's Valentine's Day promotion
— a 95-second wedding at a
McDonald's drive-through.
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182 Days

4.90%

$1000

9 Months

5.15%

$1000

12 Months

5.50%

$500

TERM

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

24 Months 5.60% $500

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

60 Months 5.85% $500

Holland Motor Sales

penalty for early withdrawal. These
effective
percentage
yields are
annual
January 28, 1997.
Substantial

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

PeoplesBank
Of yurray, Kentucky

•Standard & High Risk

II

Ross Insurance
Agency

Kroger Money Martel Center 757.21/5
Main Office 5th & Main • North Brno*: 12th & Chilliblel •
Branch 12a1t & Story • 767-BANK

Tre 600 Min Street, Murray
502-753-0489
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TODAY

patients.
Some activities will include
reading to patients, socializing, or
leading group activities.
The Animal SheIterneeds help
from 8 tol 11 a.m. cleaning
cages, doing laundry, or bathing
animals.
Need Line needs help stocking
shelves and computer entry work.
Anyone interested in these or
any other volunteer opportunities
call Alisha Keller at 762-6117 or
762-3808.
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Mothers' Day

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance

Ashley J. Ross
Agent

Thursday, Jan, 30
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Edwin McIntyre

Hayden Jackson, 86, South Ninth Street, Murray, died Tuesday.
Jan. 28, 1997, at 9:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a member and deacon of Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Born
Dec. 8, 1910, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Z.M.
Jackson and Leona Parker Jackson. Two sisters and three brothers also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Cleaver Jackson, to whom
he was married on March 20, 1940; one daughter, Mrs. Geneva
Cooper and husband, Gary, and one son, Ronnie Jackson and wife,
Donna, all of Murray; two grandchildren, David Cooper and wife,
DeAnn, Goldsboro, N.C., and Mitch Jackson and wife, Laura, Murray;
four great-grandchildren, Katie Cooper, Zachary Cooper, Ashley Jackson, and Sabrina Jackson.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell and the Rev.
William B. Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Our Best Investment Is You.
j

s and the
sers
tst

Mrs. Elsie L. Deweese, 88, Cunningham, died Tuesday, Jan. 28,
1997, at 12:20 a.m. at Parkview Nursing Home.
Her husband, Arlie Dcweese, one daughter, one brother, and half
brother preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late George
Bowers and Mary Ligon Bowers.
Mrs. Deweese is survived by one son, Glenn Deweese, Paducah;
five grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Old Mayfield Creek
Cemetery. The Rev. Larry Purcell will officiate.
Roy M. Lowe Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Hubert F. Cherry
The funeral for Hubert F. Cherry will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. G.T.
Moody will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Cherry, 73, Highland Ind., formerly of Murray, died Sunday,
Jan. 26, 1997, in Highland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dixie Lutrell Cherry; one daughter,
Mrs. Pam Bowker and husband, Ary, Madison, Tenn.; one son, Steve
Cherry and wife, Cheryl, McLean, Va.; two sisters, Mrs. Hallene Morrison and husband, George, and Mrs. Linda Bertoli, Nashville, Tenn.;
two brothers, William Cherry and wife, Gean, Murray, and Benny
Cherry and wife, Gail, Nashville; three grandchildren, Nathaniel
Cherry, Noah Cherry, and Sarah Bowker.

Bobby Ray Riddle

/,71

$6 Adult's $3 Ch
7:30 Pfvf
31. 199711.,
'Jan
MSU Curris enter allroom
High

For Information COntact: M

Boaster'(502) 759-4739

Services for Bobby Ray Riddle will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn On and the
Rev. William ilorner will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Rick Lowe, Kenny Erwin, Dr. Noel Thomas,
Tom Kind, Vernon Anderson, and John Paul, active; Rodney Lowe,
Jim Handley; Ron Allison, Charles Verner, Chuck Follin, Larry
Cherry, Abby Finley, .Steve Trachel and Barry Springer, honorary.
Burial will follow • in: Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Hospice Program.
Mr. Riddle, 45, Crossland Road, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 25,
1997, at 9 p.m. at his home.

Armando Daniel Limas
Visitation for Armando Daniel Limas will be at Miller Funeral
Home of Murray from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Mr. Limas, 22, of Main Street, Murray, died Sunday, Jan. 26, 1997,
at 2:30 a.m. at his home.
He was a wheel machine operator for Key Cars and a member of
the Catholic Church. He was born Sept. 26, 1974, in Camargo Chih,
Mexico.
Survivors include one sister, Martina Limas, and three brothers,
Gregorio Limas, Fernando Limas and Naton Limas, all of Mexico.
Burial will be in Juarez, Chih, Mexico. at a later date.
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LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Not valid in conjunction with any other Cash Offer.
Present coupon to Casino Services with a Players Preferred
Card and photo I.D. (government issued) to receive a
voucher redeemable at any casino cage for $5 in chips or
tokens. If you do not already have a Players Preferred Card
simply sign up at Casino Services. Its FREE!

SEARS
Murray, Ky.

Must be 21 years of age Voucher is non-transferrable. Coupon Is not
reproducible Players Casino reserves the right to change, cancel or
modify this promotion at any time without prior notice.

Ono Cash Coupon per person per promotional period. Not valid with bus groups.
MLT 0109
4.01

Instant Ca$h Back
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Valid January 29 - February 4
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Plus earn Cash twice as fast with DOUBLE BONUS POINTS
every Monday, Tuesday and Thursday in January!

It Pays to Play at Players!
1-800-929-5905
aller•peNs, it

NAL IDAIR

Now WE PAY FOR YOUR SLOT PLAY Redeem your slot club
bonus points for cash, cash that's yours the same day you play!
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FREE
CASH!
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Finance Charge
Till January '98
No Payment - No Billing
No Finance Charge - No Fee To Apply
All Home Appliance Over '399
All TV's Over $499

All Home Appliances & Electronics On Sal&
Offer Good Through Feb 1st

Edwin McIntyre, 77, Calvert City, died Monday, Jan. 27, 1997, at
6:30 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A retired supervisor for Airco Carbide, Calvert City, he was a charter member and elder of First Presbyterian Church of Calvert City. He
was a member of American Legion Post #236 of Calvert City, a Navy
veteran of World War 11, and a Kentucky Colonel.
Mr. McIntyre was the son of the late Ben McIntyre and Hester Whitaker McIntyre. Two sisters and five brothers also preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Rebecca Vanover McIntyre; one
daughter, Mrs. Vicki Miller, and one son, Edwin K. McIntyre, both of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Geneva Combs, Mt. Sterling; one brother,
Bascom McIntyre, Letcher; three grandchildren, Edwin Kent McIntyre
Jr., San Diego, Calif., and Justin Miller and Rebecca Miller, Murray;
two stepgrandchildren, Rodney Robinson, New Albany, Ind., and Beverly Jones, Nashville, Tenn.; one stepgreat-grandchild, Ashley Jones,
Nashville.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church
of Calvert City. The Rev. Bert Bronaugh will officiate. Burial will
follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday). The body will be taken to the church at
11 a.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to First
Presbyterian Church Memorial Fund, 618 Evergreen Si, Calvert City,
or Calvert City Convalescent Center, 1201 5th Ave. SE, Calvert City,
KY 42029.

Camille Cosby says she
knew of husband's affair
and resolved it years ago

Across fro* Paducah, KY, whore 1-24 mots lb. Ohio River (Exit 37).

Cosby admitted he had an affair with Ms. Jackson's mother
during his 33-year marriage.
"If you said, 'Did you make
love to the woman?' the answer
is yes. 'Are you the father?'
No," Cosby said in the interview,
which is scheduled to air Sunday
on CBS' "60 Minutes."
No arrests have been made in
27-year-old Ennis Cosby's
slaying.
Cosby's publicist David Brokaw said today that police investigators call Cosby "when they
have something to say," although
he didn't know the frequency of
that contact.
"They do keep him informed
of what they are doing," Brokaw
said.
Federal prosecutors charge that
on the day Ennis Cosby was shot
to death while changing a flat tire
in Los Angeles, Ms. Jackson and
51-year-old Jose Medina sent a
fax to Cosby's representative demanding money. She and Medina
were arrested in Cosby's lawyer's
office after allegedly trying to negotiate a $24 million payoff.
Ms. Jackson was freed from
jail Monday night after two Californians guaranteed a $250,000
bond.
Her lawyer, Robert Baum, described the people who guaranteed her bond, Richard Jesperson
and Lois Mayfield, as "two people who care about her, believe in
her and trust in her."
Baum called Cosby's acknowledgement of an affair with Ms.
Jackson's mother a "substantial
change from critical comments
that came from Cosby representatives earlier." But prosecutors
have said that even if Cosby were
proven to be Ms. Jackson's
father, she would still be charged
with extortion.
"It's possible to be charged
with extortion by threatening to
reveal truthful but secret information," said Gerald Lynch, a Columbia University law school professor who formerly headed the
criminal division in the U.S. At-torney's office in Manhattan.

NEW YORK (AP)- Camille
Cosby is standing by her husband, Bill Cosby, after the entertainer acknowledged it was possible that the 22-year-old daughter
of a woman he had an affair with
was his child.
"All old personal negative
issues between Bill and me were
resolved years ago. We are a united couple," Mrs. Cosby said today in a statement released by her
husband's publicist. "What
occurred 23 years ago is not important to me except for the current issue of extortion."
She said it was more important
that their son's killer is found.
"What is very important to me
is the apprehension of the person
or persons who killed our son. I
appeal to all of you to help us
find the murderer."
Cosby previously denied he is
the father of Autumn Jackson,
who has been charged with trying
to extort millions from the entertainer after claiming he is her
father. Cosby said she was one of
many young people he has helped
by giving money for college
tuition.
But in an interview this week,
the first since Ennis Cosby was
slain on Jan. 16, Cosby told
CBS's Dan Rather "there is a
possibility" he is the father.
"I had not spoken to the
mother during her pregnancy nor
her delivery nor some 14 months
until we finally spoke. Never she never called me, and then one
day when I called her for a second rendezvous, she came and
she made the announcement,"
Cosby said during the interview,
portions of which were broadcast
Monday on "The CBS Evening
News."
Ms. Jackson's mother, Shawn
Thompson, told KNBC television
in Los Angeles on Monday that
her daughter was "not doing anything that I think is wrong," but
she refused to comment on the
charges in detail.
She called Cosby "a wonderful
man." Asked whether she loves
him, she said, "Doesn't the
whole world?" On the brief
video clip, she was not asked if
Cosby was her daughter's father.
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of the Cold...
Try our Wednesday & Thursday Night Specials
*2-piece Catfish Fillet Dinner or
*Chicken Breast Strip Dinner with
Salad Bar Choice of Potato & Dessert

The world's
erected at No
December 195

$4.95
And...don't forget our Friday, Saturday
Night & Sunday Lunch Buffet...$6.49

Open: Wed thru Sat. 4 p.m.
Sunday 11-2 p.m.
'Also, orders to go!'

Bel-Air Center
912 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

502-753-2310
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Workshop set for Feb. 20
School To Work Labor Market II
and Ky. Tech Cooperative Education will hold a "Worksite Supervisor Training" workshop at the
Purchase Area Development District on Feb. 20.
Scheduled to begin at 8:30 am.
with an introduction to Worksite
Supervisor Training, the workshop
will continue throughout the day
and conclude at approximately 4
p.m. with discussions and information on conflict resolution, legal
consideration and workers safety
and new worker and student orientation. A complimentary lunch will
be
provided
to
workshop
participants.
"Worksite Supervisor Training,"
which is often described as "one
generation of experts teaching the
next," is a comprehensivc system
for training workplace suOfrtvisors,
mentors and trainers. It also is a
critical step in ensuring the quality
worksite
school-to-career
of
learning.
The National Worksite SuperviInstitute
Development
sor
(NWSDI) was developed with a
mission to help prepare the workforce of the future — to help local
and state school-to-wok or schoolto-career (STC) systems develop
skilled and knowledgeable worksite
supervisors for students in the
workplace.
Through the NWSDI, training
facilitators conduct worksites that
help worksite supervisors develop
the skill to work effectively with
students. These workshops focus on
the process of job analysis and
learning-plan development, which

market share. Teaching students
how to work productively as part of
a team not only prepares the next
generation of workers,it helps other
employees see their work through
new eyes. Having a student — a
Learner — in the workplace helps
everyone learn, especially those
who actively teach the student.
In addition to the opening and
closing segments of the workshop,
the following times are being
scheduled:
8:45-9:45 a.m. SCANS, SchoolTo-Work Quality People Do Quality Work; 9:45-11:30 a.m., Job
Analysis; 11:30-noon, LLM II Partnership Council Business Meeting;
noon to 1 p.m., Lunch; 1-2:30 p.m.,
Communication & Instruction;
2:30-2:45 p.m., Break; 2:45-4 p.m.,
the final segment
Trainers for the workshop include Karen Bohun,Department for
Technical Education, and Karla
Tipton Office of School-To-Work,
both out of Frankfort.
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Uniting Education
And Business
For The Future
helps students focus on quality,
productivity, and the importance of
customer satisfaction.
Who should attend an NWSDI
Worksite Supervisor workshop?
Any employee who has or will have
responsibility for teaching a student
the skills and knowledge necessary
to perform a job or a job function
should participate in the workshop.
Worksite supervisor training is a
wise investment for the following
reasons:
•To provide an effective method
for training a student;

LW

Anyone planning to attend
should contact the School-To-Work
office at(502)762-3797 or by FAX
at (502) 762-3482 so arrangements
can be made for the luncheon.
The School-To-Work Staff: Site
Directors — Johnny Bohannon,
Calloway County Schools; Mary
Jane Evans, Mayfield City Schools;
Michelle McKey, Graves County
Schools; Deanna Miller, Fulton
County, Fulton Indep., Hickman
County Schools; Kay Weber, Murray Indep. Schools; and Central
Office — Sue Wamiath, Central
Coordinator.

•To provide a structure for training any entry-level employee;
"To improve task analysis and
assessment skills;
•To hone skills in performance
feedback;
To promote a "learning organization" culture; and
•To support total quality
initiatives.
Business benefits of sponsoring a
school-to-career position are many
and varied. With today's global
marketplace, quality and customer
satisfaction are the measure of

Help put an end to unwanted litters
Spring, with its promise of
warmth and romance, may seem
very far off right now. But it will
soon be here, and unless we take
action and have pets "fixed" now,
the spring will also bring litters of
unwanted puppies and kittens. February is Prevent A Litter Month,
the perfect time to gather up Bowser
or Fluffy and take them to the vet for
the operation which will make them
healthier and you a happier pet
owner.
In addition to reducing the numbers of unwanted shelter animals,
having our pets sterilized benefits
the pets themselves. In a female
dog,for instance the spay operation
will eliminate estrus, meaning that
she will not go into heat for up to 21
days twice every year. A female cat

In addition to these very real
health benefits,spayed and neutered
cats live on average twice as long as
those which have not been "fixed."
Spayed and neutered dogs tend to
have longer life expectancies as
well, but figures vary depending in
part upon their breed and the care
given them.
There are many other reasons for
spaying and neutering, but the time
is short. If you have an unsterilized
dog or cat, call your vet today and
make an appointment for your pet's
operation during Prevent A Litter
Month. Then, when the balmy
spring breezes blow, you can spend
time with your pet enjoying the
fresh new season instead of being
faced with trying to find homes for
all those litters ofcritters.

Humanely Speaking
by the

Calloway Co. Humane Society
can be in heat 3-15 days several
times a year. Eliminating these
cycles will eliminate the nervous
pacing, discomfort and distress and
will make the time you spend with
your pet more enjoyable. In female
cats and dogs alike, spaying eliminates the dangers of ovarian cysts,
cancer of the uterus, uterine infection, and miscarriage. Spaying
greatly reduces the risk of breast
cancer in both cats and dogs.

!Me* Us t0A41"th'

In neutered male dogs and cats
the urge to roam is reduced, and so
are the risks of injuries from fights.
Neutering greatly reduces the male
dog's chances of developing an
enlarged prostate gland,a condition
suffered by about 60 percent of
older unneutered dogs. Neutered
cats and dogs both benefit from a
reduced risk of prostate cancer and
the risk of testicular tumors is
eliminated.

Stevens launches campaign against hazing

Calloway County High School junior Jason Evans has been named as a
Student of the Week. Evans was nominated for the sward by teacher
James Pigg. He is a member of the Laker football squad and the Beta
Club.

Flynn wins high
honor from USAK
Dr. Sandra Flynn, an associate
professor in the department of educational leadership and counseling
at Murray State University, has
been awarded the highest honor
given by the United School Administrators of Kansas.
Flynn, who joined the MSU faculty in January, is the former
superintendent of the Piper Public
Schools in Kansas City, Kansas.
She was awarded a certificate of
recognition because of her leadership and involvement in the Teaching and School Administration Professional Standards
Advisory
Board, which suggested changes in
the way administrators are licensed.
"Sandi's commitment to public
education is unsurpassed," said Gerald Henderson, USA executive director. "She is well respected for her
leadership in public schools and for
her leadership in United School
Administrators of Kansas as we
work to improve education for all
Kansas children."
Flynn earned a bachelor's degree
in 1966 from Kansas State University, a master's degree from California State Polytechnic University,an
educational specialist degree from
Wichita State University and a
doctorate in educational administration from Kansas State University in
1985.
Flynn taught from 1966 to 1975.
She was a counselor for two years,
then became assistant principal and
later assistant superintendent at Circle Public Schools in Towanda,
Kan. Flynn's first superintendency
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ness of hazing practices, share laws
and proposed legislation from states
taking strong steps to eliminate
hazing, to document deaths and
injuries related to hazing and to
bring about an awareness of the
problems of hazing so that others
can learn from past tragedies and do
something about it."
Steven's travels the country sharing her son's story as a warning of
the dangers of hazing. Chuck Stenzel had decided to pledge Klan
Alpine, a local fraternity on the
campus of Alfred University in New
York. During his first night as a
pledge he and two others were told
to get into the trunks of three cars.
They each were given a pint of Jack
Daniel's, a six-pack of beer and a
fifth of wine and were told they
would have to consume it before
they could be released, explained

The world's tallest cut Christmas tree was a 221-foot Douglas fir
erected at Northgate Shopping Center in Seattle, Washington, in
December 1950.

BAR-B-11
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FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET
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an accident. The young man who
called me stated that the hazing was
premeditated and traditional."
Six months after her son's death,
Stevens launched her national campaign against hazing. As of 1988,
Stevens has documented at least 93
hazing-related deaths, 74 incidents
which had occurred since 1970 and
42 occurrences since her son's death
on Feb. 24, 1978.
In 1979, Stevens first spoke at a
national fraternity gathering for Phi
Kappa Tau. Since then she has
appeared across the nation urging
college students to act responsibly
when confronted with the issue of
hazing. Stevens noted in one of her
seminars, "Don't be afraid to speak
out if it[hazing]is a problem in your
house. You may be surprised that
others feel as you do. Please do not
let it take a death or tragedy to bring
about change."
The seminar is free and the public
is encouraged to attend. For more
information about the seminar,
either Tracy Richey or Heather
Davis may be contacted at (502)
753-8951 or (502) 753-8902.

753-0045

Peoples First Corp. earnings rose
about 14 percent last year, the bank
holding company reported.
Earnings for the year were $17.2
million, or $1.71 per share, up from
$14.8 million, or $1.50 per share.
The higher earnings were due to
improved interest margins and loan
growth, the company said. Interest
income rose 14 percent to $54
million and Peoples First's loan
portfolio grew 11 percent to $961
million. Peoples First has 25 banking offices in western Kentucky and
three in Clarksville, Tenn.
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Stevens. Forty minutes later an
unconscious Stenzel was discovered when the trunk was opened.
According to Stenzel's roommate, his friend was taken to the
fraternity house to sleep it off.
Stenzel never woke up again. Just
after her son's death, Stevens felt
that she had only sketchy details of
what had happened to her son. It
was only when his roommate gave
her a call a few days after the funeral
that she learned what had really
happened.
Stevens said her son's roommate
explained that no harm had been
intended and that the activities that
took place were part of a tradition
which had taken place many times
before without incident.
Five weeks after Stenzel died,
Stevens received a telephone call
from a newspaper reporter who
wanted her reaction to a statement
that an investigation had been concluded and her son's case had been
dismissed as an unfortunate and
isolated incident for which no blame
could be placed. Stevens argued, "I
could not accept the fact that it was

Peoples First Corp.
earnings up in 1996

New 97 S10 LS

1..,

A simple prank can sometimes
turn fatal.
A college fraternity in New York
found this out a little too late when
student Chuck Stenzel was killed by
a "harmless" fraternity pledge activity. Eileen Stevens and her story
of her son's death by hazing helps to
clarify the many dangers that hazing
can cause on college campuses.
Stevens will be featured as the
keynote speaker in an Anti-Hazing
Seminar on the campus of Murray
State University on Feb. 6. She will
speak in Lovett Auditorium at 7
p.m. in a lecture sponsored by the
Epsilon Omicron chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi social sorority.
Stevens is the founder of
C.H.U.C.K. (Committee to Halt
Useless College Killings), named
for her son and formed in 1978.
Stevens founded C.H.U.C.K. in an
attempt "to bring about an aware-

was for Ell-Saline Public Schools in
Salina, Kan., in 1984.
Flynn moved to the field of
higher education in 1987 with dual
positions as adjunct professor for
the University of South Carolina in
Beaufort, and assistant professor at
Armstrong State College in Savannah,Ga.She also served as principal
at West Hardeeville Elementary
School in South Carolina and superintendent of Laurel Bay School
District in Beaufort, S.C.
She then returned to the assistant
professor position at Louisiana
State University in Shreveport. She
served Emporia State University
and the University of Kansas a! an
adjunct professor before taking the
superintendent position with Piper
Public Schools.
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MSU equine team places well in standings;
opens home season with three-day show
With three 1HSA shows completed in the 1996-97 season, Murray State University's equestrian
team has placed in the team standings at two outings, and had individual riders place at all three.
Murray State opened the season
at home on Oct. 26-28, hosting
intercollegiate riders from four
states. The three-day annual show
was held at the West Kentucky
Exposition Center with the MSU
stock seat team placing slth on
opening day and finishing 3rd on
the final day. The hunt seat team
placed 3rd in the opener and tied
with Southern Illinois University
for reserve champion in the finals.
Individually, six Murray State team
place
members picked up 1st
ribbons in hunt scat competition and
five riders placed 1st in stock seat.
In addition to competing in their
respective events, team members
also organized and directed the
show which featured 58 rounds and
over 18 classes of competition.
The next show was the Tourney
of Champions Invitational at Lake
Eric. Over 20 schools from across
the nation competed with Murray
State earning six individual ribbons.
Coach Brien Terry said Ise was
pleased with the performance of his
young team, noting that riders
gained a lot of experience which he
felt would pay off as the season
progressed.
MSU showed substantial improvement at the final IHSA show
of 1996, which was held at Middle
Tennessee State University on Dec.
19-20. The team earned two 1st
place overall awards on opening
day and finished the show 3rd
overall. Nine MSU riders earned 1st
place individual honors.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Murray State University
Equestrian Team, with 32 students
on the current roster, The team has
enjoyed remarkable success, winning serveral regional and national
Lilies.

Competing universities within
the Unernational Horse Show Association arc organized into regions
acroos the United States. At the end
of the academic year, these regions
hold championships and those winners compete against each other in a
national horse show. Intercollegiate
competition is organized to allow all
levels of nders to compete against
others of the same riding level.
Riders show on horses owned by the

host university. Each rider draws
the name of the horse he or she will
be riding just minutes before entering the show ring. This ensures all
riders will be equally prepared with
no unfair advantages.

tO

Murray State's next scheduled
competition will be Jan. 24-25 at a
Stock Seat Show sponsored by
Western Kentucky University in
Bowling Green.
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Math students
to compete in
contest Feb.8
Teams of 7th - and 8th-grade
student "mathletes" from across
Kentucky will compete in regional
contests of the national MATHCOUNTS program on Feb., 8. The
contests have been organized by
members of the Kentucky Society
of Professional Engineers who volunteer their time to support and
promote math excellence through
the program.
Locally, the competition will be
held at Murray State University's
Collins Center For Industry &
Technology.
With 135 schools registered at
this time, at least 540 students will
officially compete on February 8. It
is estimated that 250-350 more
students have practiced alongside
team members. Approximately 140
teachers and/or parent coaches will
also participate in the chapter
competitions.
Teachers and students have been
preparing for the competition since
last fall. Students will compete
individually and as teams in written
and fast-paced oral matches. Subjects include probability, statistics,
linear algebra, and polynomials. All
participants will receive a tee-shirt.
Winners will receive trophies and
scholarships and will advance to the
state competition to be held at the
Campbell House Inn in Lexington,
Kentucky, on March 22, 1997.
MATHCOUNTS is a nationwide
program designed to answer the
problem of declining math skills
among U.S. students. Sponsors
target 7th and 8th graders, who are
at a crucial age in developing and
sustaining interest and ability in
math.

New Hours:

Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
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Rather spots
1986 mugger
from photos
NEW YORK (AP) — Dan
Rather has identified the mysterious mugger who more than 10
years ago yelled, "What's the
frequency?" then knocked the
CBS anchor to the ground and repeatedly kicked him, the Daily
News reported today.
The mugger was William Tager, Rather said Tuesday after examining pictures of the man supplied by the paper. Tager is the
same man who fatally shot an
NBC technician on the street outside the "Today" show studios
in 1994.
Rather was confronted at about
11 p.m. on Oct. 4, 1986, on Park
Avenue as he walked home from
a fricnd's apartment. After being
knocked down, Rather was
kicked in the neck and kidneys
before he could summon help.
The attack had been an enduring mystery to Rather, who got
ribbed and ridiculed over the bizarre account.
"There's no doubt in my mind
that this is the person," said the
anchor of the "CBS Evening
News With Dan Rather."
Psychiatrist Park Dietz, who
examined Tager after the NBC
shooting, told Rather several
months ago that he was certain it
was Tager who attacked him.
Dietz told the News that there
is "no question that it was William Tager," and that Rather had
been in grave danger. He said Tager was not stalking Rather but
knew who he was when he encountered him in 1986.
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Fun-n-Gun Tigers win 95.1 94
Murray, Reidland
ignore defensive end
in overtime battle
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Lovers of down-and-dirty defense wouldn't have seen much
they liked at Murray High School
Tuesday night.
Lovers of fun basketball
games, however, would have felt
right at home.
Murray and Reidland engaged
in an old-fashioned run-and-gun
playground affair, each playing
"top this" with every possession.
The Tigers scored 95 points —

Tiger sophomore O'Shea Hudspeth
shadows a Reidland player in the
first hail of Tuesday's overtime win.

TIGERS 95, Reldiand 94 OT
111111SAT
1100LANO

ft Si 64
—
U U U —W
'URSA,
Hammond. NI Underhill 24. I4jdi 14, Andersom
Howard 13, Andrus 5, Holton 5. Gooses 4. Row 2.
Arm Howard, P.TOTALS: FO-A: 36-75 Three
paint 5.11 0i0nerd 3. AURAL HearundaL FT-A
20-32 Rsbounds 14
3Z20111 111. Root 64.
04)
kudos 32. Wall 211. Samil IS, Peeler S. FaI61
Obver 2, Canto* TOTALS FO-A: 3245 Threepoint 11-17 (Free* 7. Well 3, Perko 1) FT-A
15-27 Rob:tads 23. Remit 6-10

their highest point total in several
seasons — and needed every one
to hold off Reidland 95-94 in
overtime.
"Giving up 94 points doesn't
say a lot for your defense, but
this was a good win for us over a
quality team," Murray coach Rick
Fisher said. "We stayed focused
for four quarters and we've had
trouble doing that this year. We
challenged our players at halftime
to stay in the came -and keep their
focus, and they did that."
"A game like this is awfully
hard on coaches," Fisher added.
"It's very stressful because one

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Calloway County has found a
full-court press. Christian Fellowship found it's pretty effective.
Pressing their way to a 26-2
first-quarter lead, Calloway rolled
to an 80-24 victory over winless
Christian Fellowship in a Fourth
District boys' game Tuesday
night at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Calloway (10-6) senior David
Greene scored 23 of his gamehigh 25 points in the first half
and sophomore guard Austin
Wyatt poured in 23 as the Lakers
won their fifth-straight game.
Laker coach Ron Greene integrated a full-court press two
weeks ago and said it has made a
noticeable difference in all facets
of the Lakers' game.
"We started it against Marshall
County (an overtime win) and
we've committed to aggressive
play," Greene said after the lopsided win. "I think it freed us up
a little bit offensively too."
Calloway scored the game's
first 11 points of the game and
led 28-4 after one quarter.

•

TORONTO (AP) — Coach
Darrell Walker had a message for
Doug Christie early in the first
quarter Tuesday night: Keep going to the middle.
Christie followed Walker's
words to perfection, tying a career high with 33 points and leading the Raptors to the mostlopsided victory in team history,
120-84 over the Portland Trail
Blazers.
Christie made 10-of-13 shots
and was 11-for-11 from the foul
line. Walt Williams tied the club
record for 3-pointers, making
6-of-9, and finished with 24
points.

'Iron Mike'
turns into
Saint Ditka
Ex-Bears coach returns
to NFL in New Orleans

(AKERS 80, CFS 24
CFS
4 10 11 — 24
CALLOW.Y
24 41 44 — 99
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHP (24)
Wallace 5. Klett 10. Garrard. Davie 5. Fticti. Gideon 2.
Voinsioad 2 TOTALS FG-A 11-24. Three-point 24
FT-A 0-2 Rebounds 14 Record 0-111
CALLOWAY (SO)
Green* 25. Yezenin. Wheel 6. Wye. 23, Morton,
Clendenrin B. Stonecipher. Vlianueava 7. OarNrid
Undertvl 3 TOTALS FG-A 31-43 Three-point: 4-29
(Greene 3. Wyatt 3. VIlenueavs. Garlutd). FT-A:
10-20 Rebound. 37 (McKee( 6) Record. 104,

By MARY FOSTER
Associated Press Writer
NEW ORLEANS — Mike Ditka, once the
snarling symbol of football in Chicago, returned to the NFL today as coach of a New
Orleans Saints team that went 3-13 last
season.
Ditka, who led the Bears to a Super Bowl
title in 1986, was fired after the 1992 season
and became a television analyst. He succeeds
interim coach Rick Venturi, who took over
when Jim Mora quit in mid-season.
"There are going to be changes made,"
Ditka said. "... but the people who stay, 1
think, are going to enjoy it."
The announcement was made by Bill Kuharich, who will remain as chief operating
officer, president and general manager.
Saints owner Tom Benson said Ditka will report to Kuharich.
"He's a winner," Kuharich said. "That's
the bottom line."
Ditka, known as Iron Mike for his tough,
no-nonsense style, came to the news conference with tears in his eyes.
He spent Monday evening at a suburban
hotel near New Orleans International airport,
as the Saints tried futilely to keep their negotiations secret.
Ditka, 57, said he was called earlier in the
day by Mora. Mora resigned halfway
through the season, after the team fell to 2-6.
He cited personal reasons.

Though CFS had virtually no
chance of upsetting the Lakers,
Greene was still wary of the
game.
"(CFS) was outmatched and
our ability to go in and play that
hard showed a real marked improvement for us," said Greene.
"We had momentum coming into
the game and we talked about
that before the game, and they
responded."
Calloway, hitting 31-of-63
shots, limited CFS to just 28 attempts on the night. Christian
Fellowship turned the ball over
• See Page 38

Calloway senior Josh McKeel looks
for a place to land after this firsthalf dunk attempt Tuesday night.

Raptors win
NBA battle
of ex-Racers

No.9 Cards top Blue Demons
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

Donny Crum

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Ninth-ranked Louisville didn't
need its best effort to beat
DcPaul.
The Cardinals overcame a
sloppy first half in which they
committed 12 of their 17 turnovers and pulled away to a 71-54
victory in the Conference USA

game Tuesday night.
"I know we can play better,"
said Louisville coach Denny
Crum. "You can't play your best
every night out. I thought the
kids had a hard time with the
total focus. I know they played
much better in the second half."
Senior guard DeJuan Wheat
scored seven of his 20 points during an 11-0 run midway through

the contest that propelled Louisville (17-2, 4-1 CUSA) to its
seventh victory in its last eight
games.
"You get a 17-point victory
and not play your best, that's not
all bad," said Crum, whose team
entertains No. 8 Cincinnati on
Thursday night.
DePaul turned the ball over a
season-high 26 times that Louis-

ville converted into 25 points.
"They could have beaten us by
a lot more," said DePaul coach
Joey Meyer. "We have a facet to
our game and it's a given - transition defense, rebounding and turnovers. There is always one that
falls through. We just made some
mistakes that were frustrating.
II See Page 3B

Kentucky likely to see old self in Florida

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Preparing his third-ranked WildTuesday's game was the first- cats for tonight's game at Florida
ever matchup between two for- is a trip down memory lane for
mer Racers — Popeye Jones of Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
Toronto and Portland's Marcus
Florida (10-9, 3-4 Southeastern
Brown.
Conference) is coached by Billy
Donovan, who played for Pitino
Jones finished the game with
for two years at Providence Colfour points, going 2-for-4 from' lege and the New York Knicks
the floor, while Brown played but and was an assistant at Kentucky
did not score.
for five seasons.
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Lakers explode
at CFS'expense
in 80-24 victory
Greene pours in 25,
Wyatt 23 for CCHS

minute things will be going subsequent trips down the floor,
smooth and then everything will and Murray's O'Shea Hudspeth
hit two free throws after each one
fall apart."
Murray (6-8) led for much of for a 94-88-edge with 17 seconds
the fourth quarter before Reid- left.
land (8-10) gained a 77-76. edge
Reidland's David Wall hit a
on a pair of free throws by Ryan three-pointer with 10 seconds
Samsil. Two Hammonds buckets showing to make it 94-91, but
put Murray back on top 80-77, HamrabOs put the game away
but Cobb Froedge swished a with a f'throw with seven secthree with 37 seconds left, and onds remaining. Wall swished
Corey Faith's steal and layup 10 another three at the buzzer for the
seconds later gave the Grey- 95-94 final count.
hounds an 82-80 lead.
"That was a big free throw
The Tigers tied the game on a Kenney hit," Fisher said. "BaBrent Underhilj basket with 14 sketball is a game of runs and
seconds left. Murray had a both teams made them, we just
chance to win the game in regula- made the deciding one at the
tion as Anderson Howard came end."
Murray fell behind 9-2 in the
up with a steal in the closing seconds. His shot missed, but Ken- early going, but'scored the final
ney Hammonds rebounded. His 11 points of the opening period
shot, however, fell off the rim at for a 21-17 lead. Underhill scored
12 of his 24 points in the quarter.
the buzzer to force overtime.
A 9-0 run in the second gave
In the extra session, Murray
led 90-88, but missed two free -Murray a 32-24 edge, but Reidthrows with 37 seconds remaining. Reidland missed on its two • See Page 38
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And Donovan has used a lot of
the offense and defense that he
learned under Pitino in his first
season with the Gatos.
"They're a carbon copy of our
team six years ago," said Pitino.
"They look to drive to the basket
to get fouled.41They post up and
they shoot a lot of 3s. If you let
them do what they do well, like
our team back then, they can beat
anybody."
Florida is averaging 75.7
points a game and hitting 37.3

percent of its 3-point attempts.
The Gators lead the SEC in making 9.4 3-pointers per game.
"We know what the 3 can do
to an opponent," said Pitino,
whose first team at Kentucky in
1989-90 averaged 28.9 attempts a
game. This year's squad averages
19.5.
Forward Greg Stolt leads the
Gators with 14.5 points and 6.6
rebounds, followed by guards Eddie Shannon and Greg Williams
with 12.3 and 10.4 points a game.

"We're going to have our
hands full," said Pitino. "They
have a very strong homecourt
advantage."
Florida is 6-2 at the O'Connell
Center this season, including victories over Arkansas and Alabama. The Gators have lost four
of their last six games.
Donovan left Kentucky in 1994
to take over the Marshall program, where he was 35-20 in two
seasons.
"I never thought he'd be a,

coach back when he was a
player," Pitino said. "He was
way too nice a person. He would
never get after anyone. He was
very humble and nice.
"But he's a very positive and
active individual. He kept those
virtues and became more demanding" as a coach.
Kentucky (18-2, 6-1) won its
fourth straight game Sunday
when it defeated Arkansas 83-73,
II Sate Page 38
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Packers return to Green Bay

_Sports

By ROBERT IMRIE
AP Sports Writer

BRIEFS
Calloway Co.freshmen boys win 57-21
Paced by Ben Underhill and Jeremy Workman, who each scored 12 points,
the Calloway County freshmen boys posted a 57-21 win over Murray recently
Underhill added 10 rebounds to go with his 12 pants Brian Crai9 recorded
a double double scoring 10 points and pulling down 10 boards 1.4schael Williams finished with seven, Kyle Tracey SIX. Jeremy Weber tour and Jeff Owen
tour

•Fun-n-Gun Tigers...
FROM PAGE 2B

L

land answered with 11 straight
points of its own, the last nine on
three-pointers to take a 35-32
lead. Murray recouped to lead
36-35 at halftime.
The pace turned from fastpaced to furious in the third quarter, when Murray outscored Reidland 28-25. Murray's Anderson
Howard canned three 3-pointers
in the third to give the Tigers a
64-60 advantage.
Hammonds paced Murray with
28 points while Hudspeth added
14 and Howard 13, along with
Underhill's 24. The Tigers were
35 of 78 from the field, 5-of-11
from three-point range and 20 of
32 at the free throw line while
outrebounding Reidland 35-23.
Froedge led all scorers with 32
points while Wall added 25 and

Samsil 16. The Greyhounds were
32 of 59 from the outside, 11 of
17 from three-point range and 15
of 27 at the free throw line.
"We're doing better every
game," Fisher said. "The effort
has been there all year long,
we've just had poor execution
and not stayed mentally in the
game. This was the first game all
year that we've played four quarters, and we said after the All-A
that we wanted to stay focused
and stay together, and if we did,
we could play with anybody."
Murray's next game is Feb. 4,
a Fourth District home game
against Christian Fellowship.
• Murray won the junior varsity game 44-43 on a last-second
layup by Austin Groves. 1{ise
Foster led the Tigers with 15
points.

▪ Lakers explode...
FROM PAGE 2B
Brad Clendenen and Trent Gar19 times...until the Laker coach- land each scored eight points on
ing staff stopped counting.
the night and Josh McKeel had a
"A few weeks ago, we may not
game-high eight rebounds as the
have played this team the same
Lakers outreboundcd CFS 37-14.
way," Greene said. "We're getPlaying mostly junior varsity
players, Calloway outscored CFS
ting an attack-mode mentality."
16-4 in the fourth quarter.
Greene scored 12 points in a
"We think we're starting to
little over three minutes at the
play our best basketball," noted
start of the second quarter. For
the game, the 6-6 senior hit three Greene. "Hopefully, we are. It's
3-pointers over the smaller Eagle that time."
• Calloway recorded a 48-22
defenders.
win in the junior varsity game,
In the first half, Calloway was
17-of-35 from the field, and held getting a game-high 11 points
CFS to 5-of-16. Calloway com- from Andrew Underhill. Chris
mitted just one turnover in the Jones scored seven and Matt
Wyatt and Trent Garland each
first half and led 48-10 at the
had six.
break.

IN No.9 Cardinals...
FROM PAGE 2B
You can't turn the ball over as
much as we did."
DePaul (3-15, 1-6) held a
43-33 rebounding edge and
scored 17 points off Louisville's
turnovers.
Nate Johnson made two free
throws to start the spurt and give
Louisville a 27-23 lead with 39
seconds remaining in the first
half. DePaul then turned the ball
over while trying to hold for the
last shot and Wheat responded
with a 3-pointer before the horn
for a seven-point lead.
Wheat opened the second half
with A driving layup down the
left side and Alex Sanders fol10WeAl with a fast-break dunk off
another DePaul turnover. After a
DePaul miss, Wheat capped the
run with an 18-footer for a 36-23

lead with 18:40 remaining.
DePaul got no closer than
40-30 on Jerome Taylor's 3-pointer from the right corner with
16:46 to go. Louisville's biggest
lead was 66-43 on Jerry Johnson's rebound basket at 2:33.
"You can't turn the ball over
as much as we did to beat a team
like this," said Meyer, whose
team has lost five in a row. "My
team competes hard but those
freshmen are making me lose
what little hair 1 have left."
Nate Johnson had 17 points
and nine rebounds for Louisville,
which shot 44 percent (24-of-55)
from the field.
Senior forward Charles Gelatt
finished with 24 points and 16 rebounds, both career-highs, and
Taylor had 18 points for DePaul.
The Blue Demons made 39 percent (22-of-56) of their shots.

Many players rode in the openwindowed buses in below-zero
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — windchills on the way to Lam The Green Bay Packers have al- beau Field for the homecoming
ways reveled in their tough, celebration. Exuberant fans by
black-and-blue, cold-weather the thousands jammed the streets
image.
and slowed the buses to a crawl.
It doesn't have to extend to
"We were driving basically
welcome-home celebrations, about as fast as a turtle can walk.
however.
By the time we got to the staPerhaps their worst idea ever dium, we were ready to go
was that "open-windowed" bus home," Kuberski said.
idea.
When team members finally
"It was the worst bus trip I arrived at the stadium, where
ever had in my life. ... I was re- 60,000 fans were waiting to see
ally cold," cornerback Doug them, Evans, a Louisiana native,
Evans said Tuesday, a day after rushed to the locker room.
he and the rest of the team en"I went right to the whirlpool.
dured a warm-hearted, but bitter- I was so frozen. Someone tried to
cold return with the Lombardi interview me as I was coming
trophy, prize of Super Bowl from one side of the field. I said,
winners.
'1111 cecccan't ttutalk. I can't
Reserve defensive tackle Bob even carry my bag,'" Evans said.
Kuberski, fighting off a cold and
Thawed out and ready for the
runny nose, said the three-hour offseason, Evans, Kubcrski and
parade "was a bad ending to a their teammates cleared out their
perfect day."

"It seemed like there were
probably a half-million people
out there cheering us on," said
rookie tackle John Michels, a California native who rode in the
heated lead fire truck and was
"warm all the way."
"They love their team. They
love us. I think all those people
would have been out there win or
lose," he said.
The throng that wanted to get a
glimpse of their heroes, to shed a
tear or two of joy or to just say
thanks for a great season probably set a new standard for Packers mania, Kuberski said.
"Now it is not just Packer
fever. It is like a frenzy. The fans
took it to another level," he said

showed me they had a tremendous desire to win. Against Arkansas we showed a great mental
toughness."
Pitino said there is still an
"uncertainty on offense without
Derek but I saw much more
hustle and intensity on defense"
to make up for his absence.
Guard Ron Mercer is Kentucky's leading scorer with 17.1
points a game.

SCOREBOARD

Ownftrs Genakl Boyd and Ronnie Melvin
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TRANSMISSION
Tune-Up Special

44.tx
—
Cooper)sge
TIRES

400 Industrial Rd.
••.
NADI IN TN* U.S.A.
753-1111
****** * * * * * * *** * ***

Family Pack Special
$10

I

99

1 Lb. BBO
1 Pt. Baked Beans
1 Pt. Slaw
1 Pkg. Buns

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME

CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David King

NBA STANDINGS
Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Allenlic Division
P008
W
L
Marry
31 12 721 —
New York
31 13 705
Washnglon
22 21 512 9
Ovtando
19 20 487 10
New
11 30 264 19
Boston
9 31 225 20'h
Phladepria
9 33 214 21/.
Control Division
Chicago
38
5 884 —
Detroit
31 11 738 63
Atlanta
29 12 707 8
C Nadal@
25 18 581 13
Cleveland
24 18 571 13
lalwaukse
21 22 488 17
Indiana
19 22 463 18
Toronto
15 27 357 22.4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
lbduiset Division
W L
Pct GB
Houston
32 11 744
Utah
30 13 698 2
'Anneals
19 24 442 '13
Dallas
14 27 341 17
Denver
13 31 296 19'n
San Antonio
11 20 275 19.4
Vancouver
8 38 174 253
Peceic ()Willem
LA Laken
32 12 727
Seattle
30 13
13
Portland
25 19 568 7
Sacramento
19 25 432 13
Golden State
17 25 405 14
L A CIppers
16 25 303 143
Phooni
15 28 349 163
Turadey's Gams
Toronto 120 Portland 84
New York 109, Boston 107
Cleveland M. New Andy 62
Washngton 102, Orlando 82
Charlotte 98, Indiana 97
Detroit 93 Mhveukee 84
Sacramento 91 Ainneeola
LA lakers 102 Dallas 63

1617
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-3985

753-8355

Utah 114 1)11141119f 99
Chcago 111, Vancouver 96
Atlanta 112 LA Clippers 96
Wedriesday's Gomm;
Toronto at Philadelpha 6 30 p m
Pnoenti at Orlando 6 30 p m
Boston at Mans 6 30 pm
Indiana at Charlotte 630 p rn
New York at Cleveland, 630 pm
Portland at Detron. 630 pm
LA Leiters al San Antonio 730 pm
Seattle at Golden Star 9 30 pm
Thursday's Games
Phoenix at New Jersiry 630 pm
lAnnesota at Dallas. 7 30 p m
Denver at Houston 730 pm
Atlanta at Utah 8 pm
Vancouver at L A Cippers 9 30 p rn
Chcago at Sacramento 930 pm

Mon.-Sat,
11:00-8:30
Sunday
11-2

•

FOR SALE
.irP210PANE GAS TANKS
.
,,...N.E..W

PREP BASKETBALL
Tudeday's Carnes

Financing Available

Boys
Augusta 57 Millersburg Millary 41
Barbourville 74 Whitey Co 68
Bean/ 81 Ph** 66
Co 82 Pineville 71
Bowing Green 68 Logan Co 63
Boy* Co 57 AndentOn Co 55
Bredunndoe Co 61, Grayson Co 59
Buen Central 69 Lou 14ghview Repast 15
Butirn East 66 Oldham Co 63
Callaway Co ao Chnehan Sellowshp 24
Cawood 84 Cumberland 72
Chnsnan Co 70 Fort Campbell 67
Clark Co 59, Let Henry Clay 27
Con Scott 68 Erlanger Lloyd 54
Oarless Co 99 Butter Co 65
Dawson Sonngs 59 Lon Co 57
Eizablithiown 71 Lou DriSaies 54
Elton Co 86 Wee Caner 70
Evers 82 Corbin.65
Feds Creek 82, laver WV. 53
Fort tAtchell Dive Heights 59 Campbell Co 49
Fort Thomas Highlands 41, Con Catholic 39
Frankkn Co 83 Bourbon Co 70
Frank White Tenn 70 Lynn Camp 63

so

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number of
lease tanks available for qualified customers

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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IF YOU DO THIS...
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s

$14.95
*Change Fluids
•Cleans Screens
•Adjust Bands & Linkage
'New Pan Gasket
'Road Test
With Coupon • Expires 2.28 97
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YOU WILL FEEL LIKE DOING THIS..

4.1b

$100
OFF

r

MAJOR
REPAIRS
With Coupon
Expires 2-2897

• Aerobics Class • Slide Aerobics • Abdominals Class • Step Aerobics • Body Toning • Free
Weights • Circuit Weight Training • Fitness Assessments • Stair Climbers • Treadmills • Life Cycles
• Aqua Fitness • Lap Swim • Bicycles • Babysitting • Trainers • Massage • Nutritional Analysis

400 North 4th St.

759-5000

-•

Financing Available
Upon Approved Credit

iViattA
NilTRRAY FANIII.Y.N'NICA _

Discounts for military,
retired military, senior
citizens & students.
- 209 N.

•••
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Spon.sored By:

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.
* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *
..
ism am rib mi.' air sew

*,
r

I
.

Is your transmission leaking, slipping,
making unusual noises?

C---..

•

_

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

FROM PAGE 2B
and its second in a row since star
guard Derek Anderson suffered a
season-ending knee injury.
Pitino said the Wildcats have
played good defense since Anderson Went down. They beat Vanderbilt 58-46 in their first game
without him.
"Against Vanderbilt I saw
great defense and a great intensity level," said Pitino. "That

was Green Bay's unprecedented
12th NFL title, but its first since
1968 The triumph unleashed
years of pent-up emotion in
Titletown.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

II Kentucky...

SSION
ATLAS TRANSMI
Professional
The

Lambcau Field lockers Tuesday.
The mood was festive. Music
blared, players signed autographs
and reporters pestered them with
questions about repeating as
champions next season.
"If we could get back most of
the guys we had this year. we
have a very strong possibility of
winning every single bell game
next year," Evans said.
The just-completed 16-3 season was the Packers' best since
the 12-2 team in 1966.
Coach Mike Holmgren met
with the team briefly, urging
players to enjoy their opportunities and savor what it means to be
Super Bowl champs. tight end
Mark Chmura said.
"But we have to remember
how we got here. We got here
through hard work and really dedicating ourselves to winning it
all," Chmura said.
The Packers' 35-21 victory
over New England on Sunday
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$6.00 Column Inch
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INVITATION TO BID

SECTION 00010
INVITATION:
1 . •

Sealed proposals, in duplicate, for the referenced work will be
received by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, Office of the County
Judge Executive, Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 6th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 in the manner and on the date
hereinafter specified for the furnishing of all labor, materials,
supplies, tools, appliances, equipment, services, etc., necessary for
the construction of the Calloway County Detention Center Perimeter
Fence as set forth in the Contract Documents as prepre4 by
Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Bx 611,
Georgetown,Kentucky 40324-0511, telephone number 502-863-454
and under the terms and conditions of this Advertisement.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
Chain Link Fence around perimeter ofbuilding.The site is located on
Fourth Street behind Madison Motor Company at Spruce Street.
METHOD OF RECEIVING BIDS:
Bids will be received from all Contractors on a lump sum basis for the
total project. Bids shall be submitted in the manner herein described
and on the Form of Proposal included with the conditions and
specifications and shall be subject to all the conditions as set forth and
described in the Bid Documents.
METHOD OF AWARD:
Award shall be issued on the lowest responsive bid price by a
responsible bidder. The Bid Proposal will contain all qualifying
requirements and forms.
PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS REVIEWED:
Specifications, Plans, and Contract Documents may be examined at
the following places:
1. Office of the County Judge Executive, Hon. J.D. Williams,
Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
2. Architecture Plus, Inc., 112 North Court Street, P.O. Box 511,
Georgetown, Kentucky 40324-0611.
OBTAINING PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS:
Plans and specifications may be obtained from Architecture Plus, Inc.
112 North Court Street,Georgetown,Kentucky 40324,(502)863-9454
in accordance with the following deposit and charge schedule:

Initial set

DEPOSIT

REQUIRED ON

REFUNDABLE

$25.00

1 complete set

$25.00

All checks shall be made payable to Architecture Plus, Inc. If plane
and specifications are to be mailed,arrangements must be made with
Architecture Plus, Inc. No plans or specifications shall be mailed
until receipt of checks.
Plans, specifications and all addenda must be returned, at the plan
holder's expense,in usable condition within thirty(30)calendar days
after the closing date of receipt of bids to Architecture Plus, Inc., 112
North Court Street, Georgetown, Kentucky 40324.
BID SUBMITTAL:
CONTRACTORS MUST SUBMIT THEIR BID IN A SEALED
ENVELOPE.
SEALED BID FOR: CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER PERIMETER FENCE.
BID DATE AND TIME:FEBRUARY 13, 1997, 10:00 A.M.LOCAL
TIME
PLACE: WEAICS COMMUNITY CENTER
Bids, upon their receipt by the Calloway County Fiscal Court, are
stamped showing the hour and date received. Bids received after the
scheduled closing time for reception of bids will not be considered
provided any legal bids have been received on said referenced
invitation.
BID WITHDRAWAL
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period ofsixty(60)days after the
date set for the opening of bids. Clerical errors and omissions in the
computation of the total lump sum bid shall not be caul* for
withdrawal ofthe bid without. Bids may be withdrawn in person prior
to the closing data for receipt of bids.
RIGHT TO REJECT:
ir

The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the right to reject any and
all bids and to waive all formalities and/or technicalities where the
best interest of the Owner may be served.
WAGE RATES:
Kentucky Prevailing Wage Rates are not applicable to this contract.
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed
in the Calloway District Court by Donna
Whitfield, executrix of
the estate of Truman
D. Whitfield, deceased.
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed
Calloway
the
in
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 12,
1997.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
An informal final settlement of accounts
settlement of accounta has been filed in the
has been filed in the Calloway
District
District Court by Robert DoCalloway
Court by Harold Glen nald Wright, executor
Doran, executor of the ofthe estate of Charles
estate of Mabel Garrett D. Wright, deceased.
Pullen, deceased. Ex- Exceptions to this setceptions to this settle- tlement must be filed
ment must be filed in in
Calloway
the
the Calloway County County District Court,
District Court, on or on Or before Feb. 12,
before Feb. 12, 1997. 1997.
Ann Wilson,
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Republic Bank & Trust Company, plaintiff, versus Kasandra Gayle
Lusk and husband,James Scott Lusk; Angela Darnell and husband,
Christopher Darnell, United Commonwealth Bank, Commonwealth
of Kentucky, County of Calloway, and City of Murray, defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 86-CI-00033
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the November 6 term thereof 1996, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray,Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the 7th day of February, 1997, at Noon or thereabout, the following
described property, to-wit:
A 3.179 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, March, 1993, located on P.
Lassiter Road approximately 4 miles north of the intersection of
Tweltth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, shown as Tract 2 on the Ray Griffin Minor
Subdivision, Plat Book 14, page 96 and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Northeast corner of Tract 1 surveyed this date,
said point being an existing iron pin 498.60 feet West of the
centerline of Brinn Road (a/k/a North Sixteenth Street) and
25.00 feet South of the centerline of P. Lassiter Road; thence,
South 86 degs. 51 06" East -247.38 feet with the South side ofP.
Lassiter Road to an existing iron pin at the Northeast corner of
the herein described tract ofland; thence,South 00degs. 15'12"
East.563.28 feet with the West side ofTract 3surveyed this date
to an existing iron pin at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land; thence, South 87 degs. 12' 52" West 234.33feet with the North side ofTract4 surveyed this date to an
existing iron pin at the southwest corner of the herein described
tract °fiend;thence, North 01 deg.30' 11" West.588.46feet with
the East side of Tract 1 surveyed this date to the point of
beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right-of-ways.
Being the same real estate which was conveyed to James Scott
Lusk and wife, Kasandra Gayle Lusk by deed from Ray Griffin
and wife, Gail Griffin, dated March 19, 1993, and of record in
Book 189, page 616 in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The real estate shall be sold for cash or 10% down and the balance
to be paid in 30 days. Purchaser shall post a bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
020
Loyola 0. Page, 320
B Irvan Ave., Murray,
Notice
KY 42071, deceased;
Hoyt Wyatt, 1900 ALTERATIONS Ruth's
Sherrie Lane, Murray, See & Sew 753 6981
KY 42071, executor, FREE Pregnancy Tests
appt. Jan. 22, 1997. Lifeheuse 753-0700
all
—
97-P-00029
claims must be filed by HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
June 30, 1997.
Nice consignment clothing
Clara Cunningham, Si 00 Buys mans, women,
5478 Kirksey Road, children leans, sweaters.
Benton, KY 42025, de- sweat shirts. dresses Off
ceased; Aleta Beane, Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
Rt.3, Benton,co-execu- miles Call 489-2243 or
tor; Larry Cunning- 753-6981
ham,Rt. 3, Benton, KY MURRAY Sewing Center
co-executor; Machine quilting, $31 50 in42025,
appt.Jan.22, 1997; Sid cluding batting 753-5323
Easley, 204 S. 6th St., PARADISE Kennels is
Murray, KY 42071, at- open 9arn to 4pm, Mon thru
NOTICE TO
torney. 97-P-00030 — Fri Sat and others hours by
CREDITORS
all claims must be filed appt Closed Sun
The following estate
June 30, 1997.
appoint- by
fiduciary
SAVE money on manufacturers coupons Call
ments have been made
1 800-466-9222 ext 5727,
Calloway
the
in
All stored items in
free brochure
County District Court.
storage units #14 & 44
All claims against that Key Mini-Warebe
ese estates should
TAX DEFERRED
houses, 1850 Suite
filed with the fiduciary
ANNUITY
of
months
121
six
Route
South,
within
6%
date of qualification.
Murray, KY 42071,
Bobby Baker, Rt. 5,
INTEREST
have been abandoned
Box 760 A, Murray,KY
and if all charges for
Guaranteed 5 years
deceased;
42075,
storage units#14 & 44
Monthly income
Randy Raker, Box 75,
are not paid in full on
available'
Water Valley, KY, adbefore Feb. IS,
or
Jan.
appt.
100% reinsured'
ministrator,
1997, Key Mini15, 1997; Daniel C.
100% investment
Warehouses will have
Thomas, P.O. Box
grade assets'
all
of
legal possession
5040, 223 N. 7th St.,
penalty
Substantial
items stored in storage
Mayfield, KY 42066,
early
withdrawal
for
attorney. 96-P-00343
units #14 & 44. A sale
— all claims must be
McConnell
date for said items
filed by June 30, 1997.
stored in storage units
Insurance
Westphal,
Helen
114 & 44 will be
Murray, KY
2208 Quail Creek
posted at a later
Drive, Murray, KY
753-4199
42071, deceased; Shirley W. MacMurray,
Creek
2208 Quail
Drive, Murray, KY
42071, executrix, appt.
Help Purchase Two
Jan. 15, 1997; Ronald
CairnsIRISim Helmets
J. Jackson, P.O. Box
A
7603, Paducah, KY
Mail Your Donations To:
42002-7603, attorney.
''Eyes In The Dark'•
— all
97-P-00024
P 0 Box 162, Murray, Ky
claims must be filed by
Sponsored by Murray Woman's Club
June 30, 1997.

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement of accounts
has been filed in the
Calloway
District
Court by Glenda Anderson and Howard
Dale Hughes, co-adrninistrators of the estate
of Bertha Mae Hughes,
deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway
County District Court,
on or before Feb. 12,
1997.
Ann Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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C. Mark Blankenship
General Practice of Law
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Lost
And Found
$100 REWARD for location
or return of lost Chocolate
Lab puppy 47, -5mos old,
weighs about 501bs 8. answers to name Max Been
missing since 1-5-97 Call
502-489-2469

104 No. 5th St.
Suite 201 Walnut Plaza
Murray, Ky.

Phone: 759-3954
Fax: 759-3955
•Thig Is An Advertmemait-

FOUND Bird dog, white
wiliver spots, male, in
Gibbs Store Rd area
753-7727

EXTRA! EXTRA!
101'k off Lowest Sale Price at

FOUND Male German
Shepherd wibrown leather
collar Found 4 miles out on
94W 753-0812
LOST: near 19th E. College
Farm Rd, Light brown
3% -4yr old male Pekingese Responds to Madison.
Call: days 753-1465 ask for
Cathy. After 8pm,
753-3807
LOST near Dumplins
male, red, short haired
Dachsund 767-0598

2 miles north of Murray on the
4-lane ;icross from Memorial Gardens

E-Z Terms - Free Delivery

BIG Opportunity, sales
manager/ salesperson
Leading winckley manufac
turer is lookinglor top people to start off 1997 Top
pay 45K-75K or more for
the right person, plus insurance. 401K, and a great
bonus program Expen
once helpful, but not necessary Look out for your future now by calling
502-753-9715.
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486

• Exl
• Ex
.ns
• Pre
• Mt
• Ca
"' Co
rec

5024671837

Fur Mere lefuernatlee Cal
Ask For Marla or Elaine
'"Tes Perorating Spirit"

This
all at

PLE)
TER

/ ALPINE
)ockroldrosclab

Tapes
Clarion
4=110

Alli• ILA 11=30

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

4

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
206 South 6th

753-8107
TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10 Also at age 65 to 651/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

FULL time sales & customer service position
available, 8 5 Mon- Fri No
experience necessary Cat
750-1600 after 3prn

-

TELI

West
able 24 hours a day - seven days a
week, with a professionally trained
staff always on duty.
No Call Goes Unanswered
soCist Us A Try Per I Weeks FRRIl."
()Ha hxpires 1/31/97
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CBT
holdir
tucky
Trust
Bank
Mayfi
Keats
Paduc
W.
throu)

Come
rein=
Muni

West Ky. Answering
Service
Ky. Answering Service is avail-

A LOCAL business now
hiring manager trainee
Send resume to PO Box
1040-B, Murray, KY
ANN'S Country Kitchen,
Hazel, KY needs afternoon
cook & dishwasher. Apply
in person
ART MERCHANDISER at
Murray State University.
Full-time position with benefits High school graduate
or equivalent with one year
of related experience required Experience must in
dude knowledge of art ma
tenals and proper usage
and mat cutting skills, good
sign making skills preferred Responsibilities include maintenance of art
merchandise area (stocking inventory control, assisting in ordering, keeping
department clean and orderly), general knowledge
of overall store procedures
and merchandise, and assisting customers and other
store personnel as needed
and/or assigned by
Director/Assistant Director
Good interpersonal skills to
interact with students, faculty, the general public.
and telephone inquires are
a must_ Salary $656 per
hour Apply at: Human Resources. Sparks Hall, Murray State University. PO
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009 An EEO, M/F/
0, AA employer
ATTN. LPN's, RN's, Re
spiratory Therapists. & Paramedics' Become an RN
or EISN graduate and increase your income without
going back to school To
schedule your interview in
Paducah, call Anna Wilson,
Feb 18 1 800-737-2222

*4 • •- 1

4

753-4566

Help
Wanted

: •

.mmeme

the remodeling sale now going
On at Wiggins Furniture.

060

•

•

Mon.-Fli. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

LOCOVERING
CARPET &FI
Doing it right th• first dme costs
lees than doing It over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
•Ilm Knight Sales & Instelletton
Jay Knight
r
Knights
Mitch Knight
Miles South of Murray to 2
Hwy 641
Haze, KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Thank You
To those who expressed their sympathy in so many
beautiful and
practical
ways during
our recent loss,
we•extend our
heartfelt thanks.
Clara Cunningham
Family

•••

•

OFFICE HOURS•4

Can

▪
$4,4

Actorrittsors are requested to
check.the Ilrst insertton of
their ads tor any error. Murray
Lodger & Tknas vell; be resporaibi• toe onty one Incorrect Insertion. My enor
should be reported it:Firmerdl.
calory so corrections can be
mod..

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

'Thanks
CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
PERIMETER FENCE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
PERIMETER FENCE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ADJUSTMENTS

Master Card

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobite Homes For Sale
For Sole or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sate
Homes For Sole

410
540
560
570

Miscellaneous

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380
ala

010

010

010

010

010

753-1916

CALL

/11Liikfo E
TC)

GOVT
Now hir
For aps
tween 0
818-50(
NEIL Bi
cooing
manage
the MI
Hours a
comput
Good I)
gosabie
200C h
KY 420
please
HELP II
to $500
Wing pri
exper
1-504-1
KY-202

1.10

080

Help
Wafts/

Help
Wanted
GOVT-POSTAL JOBS
Now hiring. sort $16 741w
For appl & inb Cal between 01/19/97-01/25197
818-506-5354 ext 7256
HEIL Beauty Supply is ac
ceding applications lor a
manage( and assistant for
the Murray, KY store
Hours are Mon-Fn, 830-5,
computer skies helpful
Good benehts, salary negotiable Send resume to
200C N 12th St, Murray.
KY 42071 No phone calls
please

LPN
Floor Nunn• Excellent salary and
benefits • Apply In
person • Britthe•
von of Benton •
641 S., I3enton,
Kentucky • Drug
Free Work Place •
EOEMAE

150

NURSES Aide, PAN, work
as needed Nol a lull time
tob lAust be Steidle, abet°
work al shifts Prefer experience, but will train oaring, mature person who en
toys working well tie eaderly Good working
conditions & pleasant atmosphere Apply in person
or call, Glade Dodd,
753-7109, Fern Terrace
Lodge EOE

"J. do babysitsng in my
home from 7 00am to
4 00pm For more information call 759-5074 or
437-4568

Asides
Far Sat.

JUNK cars & trucks Call
753-3633 ask for Larry

FOR SALE ROMANCE
books Call 759-9215
leave message

MSU student recently
bought house, will provide
loving home and respect for
formal dining room set
Wood table, 68 chairs
hutch and buffet Can also
pay some cash Call Jen
niter, 759-8345

BUSINESS for sale Cal
753-6798

STANDING TIMBER any
species large or small
tracts 502 753 2533

120

Ukase
Ikeda&

rant
To Buy

Wass*
Clitilcure

Help
Wanted

58

WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 29, 1997

MURRAY LEDGER 6 TIMES

POSTAL Jobs, 3 positions
WANTED Riding mowers
available No experience
Computers
& 4-wheelers that need
necessary For information
cal, 1-818-764-9016 Ext COMPUTER CLASSES work 436-2867
HELP WANTED: Earn up PLASTICS MANUFAC- 9170
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
to $500 per week assem- TURER SEEKING TOOL
AND EVENINGS FOR
bling products at home No ROOM MANAGER Wean, SECRETARY for small WINDOWS 95, INTERArticles
experience. INFO searching for an &grossly° construction company
NET, MS OFFICE AND
For See
1- 504-646- 1700 DEPT. individual with a $‘15400 to Word Processing skills a OTHERS. CALL HAWKMust be able to deal INS RESEARCH AT 16FT Utility trailer vetool
KY-2021.
build and run a world class must
well with public Also, light 753-7001 TODAY.
box, 60 bushel hog feeder
to
repair
department
tool
LOCAL business now hirreSend
bookkeeping
489-2308
ing transmission re-builder support a $35mm infection sume to PO Box 1338, DELL NL25, 386 SL, 33
Must have at least 2yrs molding operation Suc- Murray.
MHZ,80 MB, Mouse Note- 8 ANTIQUE chairs, asprior experience. Send re- oessful candidate will have
book
PC, external fax sorted types & styles, most
PO Box 1040-A. a minimum of 10 years SENIOR Citizens Organi- modem Broken hinge
sume
need some work
experience in injection zation is looking for a part
Murray, KY
436-2005
$250 502.436 5001
joura
as
years
5
molding,
time meal delivery/ custoANTENNA, tower, and all
neyman. Experience in dian Must be able to lift 35
140
POSTAL JOBS 12 68/hr to
accessories Also Dish Netbuilding and repairing pounds, use a large mop
start, plus benefits CarWant
work, 18 Satellite System
molds a must To apply and have a good knowriers, sorters, clerks, comTo Buy
with lyr, 50 channel progto: PO Box ledge of Calloway county
resume
send
applian
For
trainees
puter
KY Monday- Fnday, four hours ANTIQUES by the piece or ramming, $499 Financing
Hopkinsville,
766,
cation & exam information
must be collections 753-9433 day available For Sales and
call 1-800-636-5601 ext 42241. Attention: Rita daily All applicants
Service call Beasley Anand or night
older
or
age
of
years
55
Brown.
91, 8am-epm, 7 days
tenna. 901-642-4077
be 125% of income guideANTIQUES, collectibles &
lines Send resumes to
BASS guitar with softshell
607 Poplar St Box 105, memorabilia 1pc or all case & amp with cords
you've
got.
Call
Larry
at
Murray, KY 42071
Also 18sp bike 436-2102
753-3633
ES
now
is
OPPORTUNM
Murray
of
SONIC
T
EMPLOYMEN
hiring cooks, fountains & CASH paid for good, used
ENHANCED WAGE PROGRAM!!!
rifles, shotguns, and piscar hops for day shift
BRAND new wedding
BENEFIT PACKAGE!!!
Please apply in person only tcrls Benson Sporting gown & veil. Please contact
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
No
St
12th
S
217
Sonic,
at
PROFIT SHARING!!
Melanie at 759-1932.
Murray
phone calls please,
Jake', Incorporated is rapidly expanding its work
THE Homeplace 1850, at
force in Murray, KY. In conjunction with this effort
TVA's Land Between the
we have implemented a brand new wage progSuperintendent Vacancy
Lakes is seeking an historiram for production workers that rewards perforCounty Schools
Calloway
a
for
guide
in
interpreter/
cal
-interested
mance and service. If you are
seasonal, hourly position
The Calloway County Board of Educaearning a competitive wage, working tour days a
Duties include farming in a
week (overtime possible) receiving paid vaction (approximately 3,400 students)
traditional male role, with
ations and holidays, participating in the cornapplications for the position of
invites
historic
and
animals
draft
pany's growth and profitability, and possessing
nt of Schools. All applicSuperintende
deproviding
and
tools,
one of the finest health insurance plans around,
programs
or
monstrabons
Kentucky Certification
hold
ants
must
You
out.
then you owe it to yourself to check us
about the 1850 era. ApplicSuperintendent of Schools and be
for
can do so by applying in person at:
ant should have at least a
available for employment no later than
Jaksl, Incorporated
High School diploma plus
1, 1997. A minimum salary of
July
700 N. 4th Street
university
of
two years
Murray, KY 42071
$75,000 has been set with the actual
courses or equivalent exEOE
perience. Hourly rate of pay
salary depending on the experience
is competitive, no benefits
and background of the candidate. All
Send letter of application
applicants must submit a letter of
and resume to: The
CBT Corporation is a 6950 million five bank
application, resume, copy of certifiHomeplace- 1850, 100 Van
holding company headquartered in Paducah. KenMorgan Drive, Golden
cate(s) and copy of transcripts to:
Kentucky
tucky. CBT Affiliates include: Citizens Bank &
Pond,
Cindy Jones, Calloway County Board
42211-9001.
Trust Companies in Paducah. and Hopkinsville,
Education, Box 800, Murray, Kenof
Bank of Marshall Co. - Benton,Graves Co.Bank WANTED- Experienced.
42071. Additional information
tucky
Mayfield, United Commonwealth Bank - Murray,
KY certified pest control
obtained by calling Ms.Jonesat
be
may
in
Kentucky and Fidelity Credit Corporation also
technician. Great pay and
extension 104. All appl502-753-3033,
Paducah.The company has 18 banking locations in
great benefits Established
received by February
be
must
ications
offices
Credit
route available Only motiW. Kentucky and 27 Rdelity
27, 1997. Calloway County Schools is
vated persons need apply.
throughout the State.
Call 800-467-2847 or
an Equal Opportpnity Employer.
Comejoin our team!CBT Corporation is accepting
502-753-0414 for more
resumes for the following MI-time position at our
information.
Murray location:
070
TELLER POSITION
Domestic
& Childcare
• Excellent customer service1 skills required
• Excellent communications and interpersonal
CHILD Care SONICOS of.rukills required
fered Open weekdaysIf you have management experience and/or a col• Previous teller experience
7am-5pm Call 753-3193
degree, and are eager for the challenge of suclege
• Must be able to work a flexible schedule
cess in a fast-paced industry, we may have an
CLEANING is my business.
• Cash handling experience
opportunity for you as a
Home or office. Honest &
• Computer experience preferred. Light typing
reliable Call Linda.
required
MANAGER
759-9553
of
MANAGER
training
the
for
responsible
ASSISTANT
be
will
or
person
This
EXPERIENCED cleaning
all new tellers at their location.
lady desires house cleanFive-day work week
ing positions Free estiPLEASE SEND RESUME AND COVER LETFully paid 6 week training program
mates Reasonable rates
TER IN CONFIDENCE TO:
Vacations
489-2443

KING size waterbed with
spring mamma, $100 Cal
to inquire, 759-2552
ROCK SALT & other cold
weather items Farmers
Farmacy, Dixieland Cantu
759-2248.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
STACK washer & dryer,
ceiling fan, light fixtures tv
stand 753-7947

South 641 Securit
Storage
!um. 10
759-5475
492 82 k8
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza. 104 P4 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621.
OFFICE space in Soulhside Shopping Center
$275/mo includes all utili753-4509 or
ties
753-6612

Nem
Vet Mei
ROOM for rent- plus lull
house pnveisiges kiwi for
responsible adult or MU
student, beautiful Cape
Cod, she balh with one
other tenant, 'brags in
basement. Convenient to
MSU, hospital. Own student smear/Rant will be
enforced Rant $150 to
8250. all Aliso including
kcal phonTraille. References required Call
759-8345, ask for Jenrsfer

Sate

Moving Sale
Thursday
1:X1 am • 2:00

702 Meadow Lane
Wino Mums & buy
1 sal of bunk be.
king size waterbed
respnng mattress, big
mirror, gni, bncks,
household goods
childron's cicithes

430

Resi
2BR. 1 bath, gas haat, furnWent
ished or unfurnished. *id,8
To Rent
miles north of Murray, 6 ACRES with beautiful
TEAL pageant style
pond, apprx 35 miles from
beaded dress, size 8
WANTED to rent: Dog- $350/mo. plus 6350 depoKy Lake Stale Park No
after
750-9404.
Call
sit
shoes TA and earrings
yard
friendly house with
restrictions, $14,000
Sapphire Blue sequin prom within 10 miles of Murray. &Pm
dress 5/6, shoes 6'h and Move- in ready. 354-8252 2BR house central gas h/a. Owner hold mortgage with
low down payment
jewelry 502-436-5496
leave message
appliances furnished in
354-6248.
cluding washer & dryer No
Call
WOOD stove
320
pets lyr lease, $445 plus HALEY Appraisals Bob
759-2599
Apartments
deposit Available Jan 1st Haley., state certified
750-4218
For Rent
753-1266
1413 MILLWOOD. nice
2BR in Lynn Grove area KOPPERUD Realty has
155
dean newly painted 2BR
$325/mo plus deposit Call buyers mating to purchase
homes al once ranges If
1 bath, triplex apt Lease
489-2870. after 5 30pm
Appliances
you are thinking of sellingdeposit, no pets $350/mo
3BR,2 bath•den, house in contact one of our courteFRIGIDAIRE dryer Call 7 5 3 - 2 5 5 5
quality neighborhood ous and professional
941-594-1683.
753-7592
Lease, deposit 759-5878 agents at 753-1222 or stop
1BR apt for rent. 767-9037
excellent family by office at 711 Main St
3BR,
160
1BR. extra large apt Stove neighborhood gas heat. LAKE Barkley Beautiful
Home
& refrigerator furnished
COleman RE 753-9898.
FumIsNrige
lakefront villa KY Lake
1628 Miller Rent & deposit
Waterfront 1 acre starting
1609
at
bath
2
brick
4BH,
GIRLS daybed, pink $300 759-4696
Wiswell Rd $600/mo Cen- $39,900 Grey's Pat
hearts, $100. 492-8707.
1BR furnished, cable & all tral h/a Available now Col- 759-2001
MOVING! Furniture for utilities included $325/mo eman RE, 753-9898
sale. 753-5076, leave plus deposit 435-4236
1.10
FOR rent or for sale 2br
Lots
message.
1 OR 2br apts near down- wifireplace, on Ky Lake,
For Sale
753-4109
Murray.
town
$325 per month plus depo1• 1
3 HUGE cornerjets in PreFine
18R, apartment with sit 436-5927
ston Heights, 00 feet from
Equipmerd
ft bed, $260/mo. Call FURNISHED lakefront city limits All underground
January,
home Available
city utilities 753-2339
416-8651.
1466 INTERNATIONAL,'
duals & weights, good, 2 APTS, will be available February, $250/week Will
super sharp. 489-2184, af- Feb. 1, both 2 BR. rent monthly Coleman RE
450
753-9898
ter 6pm.
Farm
753-5731.
For UM
excel3br
home,
LOVELY
townhouse
2BR, 1'h bath
210
at 1708 Wells $425/mo. lent family neighborhood, ACREAGE, Acreage.
Sports
Available now Coleman gas heat & fenced yard Acreage! 71 acres mA, loEquipment
$650/mo 753-9621
RE 753-9898
cated just oft Hwy 94 E,
BHB Firearms has moved
river, 3br, 2 very near KY Lake Beautinear
NEW,
all
apartment,
bath
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,' 2BR, 1
bath, gas central h/a, stove ful secluded locabon, pernfles, shotguns, hunting appliances, including & refrigerator, dishwasher fect building site priced at
washer & dryer. - 3br, 2
supplies
No pets. $500/mo plus de- $77,500 Contact Rich at
bath house in the country
Kopperud Realty,
436-5374.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
Call Mur-Cal Realty, posit.
753-4444
436-5650
NICE 2 story, 2br, 1 bath, 753-1222 for additional inon
gas heat, lake ac- formation
central
SKI MACHINE Call after 6, 2BR, 1 bath, gas heat, cenMLS*3000763
527-9639
$375
cess,
tral air, 2 car garage, re759-9839
frigerator, stove, dis- NICE brick, 2br, gas heat,
460
hwasher, w/d hookup. appliances, w/d No pets
Homes
$450/mo plus $450 depo- $450/mo, plus deposit,
For Sale
210
sit. No pets. Available Jan. North eth. 489-2741,
2YR old home,4 miles from
1st. 759-9545.
Firewood
town,3br, 2 full baths. 2 car
360
heat
gas
apartment,
2BR
garage. Large lot and lots of
A FIREWOOD for sale
Rent
For
No pets 1102 Pogue
437-4667
extras 753-4761
Or Law
$290/mo Call 753-3415 or
3 bath house with
4BR,
FIREWOOD, $30 deliv- 753-7123
2h
&
full
2
2BR duplex
fenced in back yard, on
ered 4.37-4718
large
appliances,
all
baths,
apall
2BR, brick duplex,
covered Tabard Dr in Martin
WOOD for sale 489-2775
pliances, $425/mo, 1906-A closets, no steps,
storage Heights Reasonably pr
20X30ft
carport
Westwood 753-4074.
492-6200 or
building in rear References iced
220
2BR garage apartment, required No pets. $525/mo 753-7688
$300/mo. 530-B Broad St with $525 security deposit. BE FIRST to see this, all
Musical
New 2br. 2 bath duplex. Lease is required Call brick, quality home, 3 bed
$600/mo 1706 Oakhill
753-3018, leave message room, 2 baths, built in 1987.
STEREO for sale Ken
wood receiver, Kenwood Lease, references, no pets
CREEKVIEW Self-storage 2 car garage, exceptional
disc player, Kenwood ste- 753-7457
warehouses on Center master bedroom suite
reo double cassette deck, 2BR nioe duplex, central Drive behind Shoney's
More details. Bob Perrin/
Bush glass door stereo ca- h/a, appliances furnished.
Grey's Properties
759-4081
$20-S40/mo
binet, DCM TF400 speak- Coleman RE. 753-9898.
759-2001
Phone
ers $850
NEW 2br duplex. $375/mo
duplex,
new
bath,
14
2BR,
759-4919, after 6pm
Nearly new 4br, 24 bath BRING your tools, this 3br
1'4 blocks from campus, duplex wiappliances in- brick comes with its own
new appliances, including cluding w/d, $725/mo 4br workshop that is heated
240
washer & dryer Call MH, 24 bath. $325/mo with a wood stove. with 3
623-6329 or 767-0824.
3br house. Dexter, work areas This home is
Miscellaneous
2br MH, situated on large lot in the
$225/mo
reimbursement
Tuition
appliances,
CBT CORPORATION
3BR, 2 baths,
HOUSE cleaning & comrefer- country for your family to
Deposit,
S205/mo
At
PACKAGE.
WEDDING
bnck, excellent location,
Alyson Kelly - Vice President
Liberal medical and dental coverage
mercial cleaning. Call Lori
entoy. Call Betty at Koplease
1yr
pets
No
ences
elegant
romantic,
fordable,
$550 753-5344
474-8340 or Lyndi
Human Resources Dept.
perud, 753-1222. MLSt
A clear track to total P&L responsibility
-Fri,
Mon
8am-5pm
Planned just for you. In759-3967.
3000846.
P.O. Box 2400
Bonus incentive for Store Managers
cludes little chapel, or- AVAILABLE IMMEDI- 753-4937
Paducah, KY 42002-2400
dained minister, music. ATELY 1,2 & 3BR apart- NORTHWOOD storage JUST the place you ve
NEED a babysitter7 Here I
Please send resumes to
or FAX (302)575-5289
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h ments. Mur-Cal Apart- presently has units avail- been looking for 3 Bedam' From 7am-3pm For
EOE, M/F, V/H
dress, tuxedos, videos & ments, 902 Northwood Dr, able
more information, call
Randy Heathcott
753-2905 or room brick, 1 5 baths, fire
photos Honeymoon suite/ Murray, KY. 759-4984. 753-7536
759-5074 or 437-4568
place wigas log. 1 car atWendy's
Housing
tacuzzi, limo/ champagne Equal
tached and 2 car detached
RESPONSIBLE 18 year old
3878 Old Dublin Road
Opportunity.
On beautiful KY Lake
garage/ workshop More
370
will do babysitting in your
Mayfield, KY 42066
or BRAND new, 2br, 14 bath
7 5 3 - 1 300
details, Bob Perrin/ Grey's
LIvestock
home evenings. Call
(502)623-6847
1-888-367-6757 free info, townhouse, appliances
Properties 759-2001
ask
& Supplies
759-9215,
[eine' a'aeiras.1
Mr. J's Formal Wear & plus w/d furnished, $500
CORPORATION
Equal Oppoitur"0 Ernpic,yer
LARGE 3 4br 2 bath. brick
for Ellen.
Limousine
per month lyr lease, Imo STANDARD Bred Endur- ranch on apprx 6 acres
Syr
16'1,
Prospect
ance
Call
deposit No pets.
Just renovated, walkout
270
old Bay Must see, $1200
753-2905 or 753-7536.
basement, pole barn
436-2299 leave massage 753-9393.
bath
1
lbr,
new
BRAND
Horn's For Saki
apartment 6375/mo, 1mo
LARGE 4 bedroom home
380
1989 ATLANTA, 14X60 on deposit lyr lease No pets
with garage, city utilities,
Pots
storSmall
acre.
approx 1
753-2905 or 753-7536
gas
Supplies
heat, in quiet neighborage building. $16,800.
GOOD 2br, 1 bath, duplex, AKC Dalmation pups hood 'Jpper $30 s
436-5423.
washer & dryer included, Mostly black, shots & 492-8680
1991, 16x70 MOBILE $275. 527-9639
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
wormed $75 382-2331
home, 2br, 2bath Must be
Open foyer. col
baths.
Hazel,
Apartments,
HAZEL
moved Call 759-9350 after
BEAUTIFUL blue eyed,
KY now taking applications 7wk old, Husk*/ Wolff umns, tile floors etc, etc
5Pm
City subdivision Ready to
You must be 62, hand2BR trailer, setup & ready icapped, or disabled Rent pups $150/ea 759-3214. seN. 759-2571, 435-4013,
to move into 753-9866.
based on income Hand- DOG obedience classes or 435-4040
1.4
'77 VILLAGE. 12x55, 2br, 1 icapped accessible Equal private Serving Murray 17 NEW listing. your family
To Sant:
years 436-2858
bath, c/a, delivered Nice, Housing Opportunity
home is waiting for you
1-800-247-2510
TDDI
753-7975
This stunning 3br, 2 bath
$3950
together.
Bermese
Albino
I cherish the time were
EXOTIC
527-8574 or 492-8721.
Python 10h female, yellow/ conternpory is offered at •
And miss you when *1--apan.
280
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- white looking for responsi- bargain price of $72,900
land Mealy Village. lb( ble educated harp lover Free standind wood stove
MQlIs
I just want to tell you,
in vaulted great room
Homes For Rent
apartment, utilities in- $500 oto 759-4221
Large eat in kitchen, sun
rent based on included,
I love you with all my heart.
12X60 2BR central h/a, dm
or handi- HEATED PET BOWLS, room Lots of decks and
older,
&
62
come
hwasher, front porch No
Love,
I heat
cap & disabled Equal heated buckets
Nice trailer
pets
bath deicers Al porches Call Betty at KopBird
mats.
Opportunity
,
Housing
MLS.
Deb
437-4465, evenings
at Farmers Farrnacy, Dixie- perud 753-1222
502-354.8888
3000855.
759-2248
Center
land
28R, 1 bath Rent to own
lbr, de
Located in Grogan's Trailer NEW in country,
furnished. REGISTERED Border ColColeman RE luxe Completely
Park
puppies, will be ready
.46 .
$300imo No pets Con- lie
NICE cozy, 2 story. 2br, 1
753-9898
)
502 354-8998
2/11/97
V V
struction workers welcome
bath, central gas heat,
/
2BR trailer No pets Must 436-2722
screened porch, upstairs
references
have
deck, 6yrs old Lake acVERY nice 2br. 2 bath, with
0
753-9866
cess, 3 lots, 635,000.
furnappliances
garage.
527-9639
2br, 2 bath, full basement
ished. $550/mo One
month deposit one year
gas heat/air, new well car
OWNER relocling and anx
port Located in Crappie Weis No pets 753-2905 or
ous to sell! Call Kopperud
Just bring in $8.00 for a pima:6i names & love lines, along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for
Hollow Cell 436-5813 or 753-7536
Realty, 753-1222 to see
the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for love lines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
770 656-3750
Ihis newly baled older borne
presently being renovated
330
3BR, central heat Call
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon, Mon., Feb 10th
and located on Hwy 94
Rooms
753-5209
West. 3br, 2 baths, living
For Rent
room, dining room, kitchen
COLLEGE student needs
& utility room. Approxiroommate to share mobile 1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
mately 1 acre lot MLS.
home. 527- 3977, utilities furnished Coleman
3000852
753-1408, 7679581
753-9898
RE.
753-1916,
Classified Advertising Dept.
310

Grow With Us!

0
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WEA91

Put Your Special Valentine's
Picture & Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1997.

VALENTINE
SWEETHEART
Happy-1:
Valentine's,
Day to to.
our
va▪ l
Tto.
Special
Valentine's
Justin & +f-1
Kristin *t

4E X-PRES-54g4.

qvc) 675
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YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
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1996 YAMAHA Timberwolf
4x4, like new, adult ridden,
Days
$3800 firm
753-8533, alter 4.
753-1705.
490

ligl9Duck
baRental and
tr

Sales

Cars Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1

I

ilI I
ATTENTION
Horns auinildsrs
1cfftractilour
Cookseys dth
Licensed Mostar Plumber
Free Estimates
Now Construction - Repair Water Heater Rsplacament

chamr ;

436•26674 I
gP

Used
Cars
1985 FORD Mustang,
needs work, $400
753 2990. leave message

.( k

PS

1986 TOYOTA Celica, Sap,
runs great, excellent gas
mileage, loaded, $2590.
767-9234.
1988 NISSAN Sentra.
white, 4dr, Sap, 97.xxxmi,
$1800. Call 759-5783.
1991 GEO Pram, 4dr. a/c,
auto, 87,XXX miles
$4,700 Call 436-5210

CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
MURRAY H.rund Bunny Bread)
753 5940

400 SUNBURY

AN11.
'

111.1

1992 CADILLAC DeVille,
white, maroon leather interior Perfect condition Very
well maintained Price
$15,000. 502-354-6535.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

1993 EAGLE Vision, emerald green, loaded
527-5294, after 5pm
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
Royale, adr, white, power
windows, power locks,
good condition, 74xxx
miles, $9500. Call
474-8704 after 6pm.
1994 CEO Tracker, 5sp,
soft top, black, $6950 obo
Must sell Call 759-4100,
after 5pm
1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr.
white, 5sp. $9,000 obo
436-6026, leave message
1996 TOYOTA Camry,
dark green, loaded, excellent condition $15,500
502-436-5001
1996 TOYOTA Camry LE.
white/ tan, gold package,
moonroot, spoiler, American Edition, 23,xxx miles,
loaded. 502-437-4099 or
502-443-0896
501)
Used
Trucks
1981 FORD F-150 Custom,
46xxx miles on rebuilt engine, $1200obo.753-4249.
1983 CHEVY Silvered°,
good condition, good price
Call 759-9839.
1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Blazer, p/s, p/b. Can be
seen at d2721 Statehne Rd,
South Hazel. Must sell,
$2250, 901-498-8948.
1989 SILVERADO, aut6,
air, big engine,loaded,dark
blue & silver, clean, excellent condition. 354-9083.
1992 GMC Sornona SLE,
red, 100,xxx, new paint
Call 435-4558
1994 JEEP Sahara Edition,
6cyl. Sap, soft top, 33xxx
miles, $11,500 753-7975
1994 RANGER, ext cab,
4x4, V-6, 4.0 engine, auto,
air Sell or trade for full size
ext cab. 489-2308
1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels. factory lift, Limited
Edition, 29xxx miles,
Call
$16,900 obo
759 5661 after 5pm
1995 DODGE Dually SLT,
Turbo Diesel Fully loaded,
all power, custom wheels,
running boards, towing
package White with blue
interior Excellent condition. 44,xxx miles Engine
warranty to 100xxx miles
$20.500 Call 474-8704 after 6pm
1995 FORD XLT, swb, red
chrome package, fully
loaded, one owner, sharp
looking, $12,900
753 7350
1995 FORD Ranger, ex
tended cab, fully loaded,
54,XXX road mites, bought
new 10/95, owner in
Marines- wants to sell
437-4429

520
Boats
I Motors
990 GRUMMAN 16ft
alum bass boat. 55hp,
Yamaha outboard, 2 depth
finders, $3800 436 5246
1996 TIGERSHARK Montego 12 hours of riding
time Still under warranty
437 4342

Classifieds
Office Open

'

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday-Friday

Closed Saturday

502-436-5144.
1-1300-548-5.216.2

Tree Trimming
Free Estimates LICENSED & LNSURED
Tree Removal
241* Service
Oprr/trd
&
Nord
&
Rens:nal
Stump
Gutter Cleaning
Cleanup Service
Mulch Hauling
laghr Hauling, Ere
Landscaping
I INI LAMB
Full Line ol
Hedge Trampling
yll
r
Equipment
-Quality
Tree Spraying

Stranded By Bad Credit?
Ban
kruptcy?

credit
problem

Start Driving Again With Our

COLSON Home Repairs
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
LICENSED tor electric and
gas 435-4358
stump remove/. tree spray- Additions garages. decks
remodeling vinyl Wing
ing, hedge trimming, land
LYNNVILLE corm:rote fin
'coping, mulch hauling & 20yrs experience
lining 382-2595. Josh
mulch spreading, gutter 753 5592
LaBossiere
cleaning licensed 8 in- COMPLETE residential
sured, Full line of equip- construction New homes, MORRIS Mobile Home
ment, Free estimates Dm add-ons, garages & remod
Movers Local and Out of
Lamb
438-5744, sling Free estimates Call State Moving 767-9630
1400-548-5262.
753 7091
ODD jobs Dependable
A 1 Tree professionals
CONSTRUCTION & College students
Stump removal, tree spray
REPAIR- Free estimates 767-0679
ing. serving Murray, Cello
Remodeling, tenang, deck- PLUMBING repairs fast
way County since 1980
ing, plumbing & electrical service 436-5255
Free estimates 437-304.1 489-2832
or 492-8737
PLUMBING Repair All
COUNTERTOPS and
A & A Lawn Cate Leaf kitchen cabinet refacing types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates.
mulching, raking & junk with formica Wutfts Re
502-437-4545
hauling Tree trimming
covery, Murray 436-5560
Mark Lamb 436-5791
SEAMLESS gutters inCUSTOM BUILT wooden
AFFORDABLE, quality, decks & fencing Excellent stalled, residential or corn
construction youl be proud workmanship Affordable meraal, Servall Gutter Co
753-6433
of Building, remodeling,
rates 753-7860
roofing, vinyl siding, porSUREWAY Tree & Stump
ches. decks, masonry, CUSTOM bulldozing and Removal Insured with full
sidewalks & general home backhoe work, septic sys
line of equipment Free es
repairs Free estimates
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm
timates Day or night,
759-0505
Horace Sholar
753-5484
ALL around hauling, tree DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- TELEPHONE JACKS INwork, iunk dean up Joe, vices 'Cleaning" vinyl sod
STALLED, $35.00. Cable
4-36-2867
ing, homes, mobile homes, sacks added, moved Busiboats, brick driveways, ness telephone systems
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
parking lots, all exterior
foundations, slabs, sidew- cleaning, acid cleaning sold and installed Custom
home electronics sales and
buildings,
driveways,
alks,
available. David Borders
service Murray Telephone
remodeling, repairs, AGC
Mo
Insured, Completely
and Electronics 753-7567
certified 489-2214
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Prompt Reliable Service
Cellular 502-853-1108
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
THE Gutter Co, Seamless
naure repair & custom
aluminum gutters, variety
woodworking 753 8056
DOES your carpet have of colors. Licensed, in
wrinkles? Need an in
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
wired. Estimate available
Factory trained by 3 major staller? Stockwell Carpet 759-4690
manufacturers All work Installation & Repair
TOM'S Cleaning & Win
and parts warranted Ask 437-4272
dows Service Offices,
for Andy at The Appliance
ELECTRICAL services by houses, gutters, sliding
Works, 753-2455
R&R electroc. Does your Commercial & Residential
APPLIANCE REPAIR, All home/ business need at- 759-3463
brands; Kenmore_ 30+ tention? Call us for all your
WANTED: Odd jobs: Haulyears experience BOBBY electrical problems
ing, snow removal, tree re762-0001
Murray
HOPPER. 436-5848
mciVal, etc Have refer
Cellular- 519-1592
ences, For free estimate
BACKHOE Service ROY
call 753-9048, leave mesHILL Septic system, drive- G & E Plumbing repairs
ways, hauling, foundations, Free estimates 492-8680 sage Experienced.
or 759-5613
etc 759454
WANT fresh, clean carpets and furniture? Been
BACKHOE SERVICE. HANDYMAN Company
BRENT ALLEN septic tank Remodel- Repair- Re- sick with a cold? Less
Emergency Carpet Cleaning can clean
installation, repair, replace- place
electrical/ plumbing. We do and sanitize your carpets
ment 759-1515
it all! Licensed & insured
and furniture Call today!
BOBS Plumbing Service
474-8621.
753-5827
All work guaranteed Free
a
for
Improvement
HOME
WOOD VCR- repairing
estimates 753-1134,
monthly budget. Call Lee VCR's, microwaves, Mon
492-8584
Starks Construction Vinyl Fri,9-12, 1-5 Free estiCARPENTRY & Remodel- siding, replacement win- mates Visa/MC accepted
ing Winter rates $12/hour. dows, decks & patios. Fi- 753-0530.
753-0563, 901-247-5783
nancing available for qualiCARPORTS for cars and fied buyers 492-8238_
trucks. Special WEIS for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664,

IF you need home repairs
outside or inside, call
1-502-856-3805 or
1-502-489-2607. We also
build new structures.

1-800-457-4866
527-8671
104 W. 5th, 13onton, Ky.

CLEANING- yards, barns,
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates,
Luke Lamb, 436-5955:

LAMB Brother Home Improvements. remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free eStrmates, 436-2269.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Go Fast Maintenance

Office

Midge* sum- 492-6168

Clarence Goforth or Jeremy Rose

Walters Contracting
753-2592
Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vinyl Siding, Decks.
Remodeling

2017C

Discount On All
thru ch

Roofing

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
()arty Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—
AMERICAN
APO STANDARD

. ,• •.2 IlL
co.>

r 0.00(A:••
VD .

asais. gil
casteV
It I

Murray, Ky.

(502) 435-4699

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N 4th so. (Neat e" Lasseter Piaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF 5011111 RN WALL sYsreseL

Prestige Homes ett
Building quality homes at an attordabie
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a difference by being different,
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRES1IGEll

753-5628

••••••••.•

journalism major. She is a member
of Han Residential College. Driver
was the president of Alpha Sigma
Lambda Honor Society and the
Young Democrats, vice-president
of the Foreign Language Club,
historian for the Society of Collegiate Journalists and was the feature
writer for "The Shield." A reporter
for The Murray State News, Driver
is a member of Alpha Mu Gamma
and Gamma Beta Phi Honor Societies and is also on the National
Dean's List

The following Murray State Uni
students have been selected
for the 1997 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
versity

•

Brent H.Thompson is the son of
Lynn and Barbara Thompson of
Murray and is an art/graphic design
major. He is a member of Elizabeth
Residential College. Thompson has
served as president of the Organization of Murray Art Students and is a
member of Alpha Lambda Delta
Freshman Honor Society and the
Murray State Graphic Design
Group. He is also active in United
Fellowshi
Methodist Cam i

TODAY'S CHILDREN are sociable. well-organized and inventive.
They have fixity of purpose that will not be satisfied until they finish what
they start. Once these determined Aquarians make up their minds, they
rarely experience a change of heart.'Luckily. they think things through very
carefully before making major movts. Honest and spontaneous. these
,, quarians believe in taking credit only lot what they have done. Count on
them to share the spotlight with deserving co-workers and subordinates

•

THAT TA
CHICKEN
AWFUL!
SAWOUS'

Jennifer Baumer is the daughter
of Larry and Brenda Turner of
Murray and 1s4 the wife of Mark
Baumer. She is a public relations
major and is a member of Clark
Residential College. Baumer is the
president of Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Honor Society, vicepresident of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority and a member of
Kappa Tau Alpha Journalism and
Mass Communication Honor Society. She is also a member of the
Public Relations Student Society of
America, Panhellenic Council, Order of Omega Greek Honor Society
and the All-Greek Council.

CA Ill

YOU °VCRS'
HOLIDAY 5
ARE FLY
EVERY

Sarah DeLynn Walker is the
daughter of Ronnie L. and Wanda
Walker of Murray, and is an
elementary education major. She is
a member of Hester Residential
College. She is president of the
Baptist Student U111011 and the
Kappa Delta Pi Honor Society.
Walker, a University Scholar, is on
the Dean's List and is a member of
the Association for Childhood Education International; f‘lational Education Association-Student Program, Omicron Delta Kappa Leadership Society and Alpha Chi Honor
Society. She is a member of the
Gamma Beta Phi and the Alpha
Lambda Delta Honor Societies.

e ping
Right Here in
Our Community.
Martha Driver is the daughter of
Beulah Driver and the late RJ.
Driver of Hazel and is a print
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MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Mather, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-674-5779

-Our Goal? Sarvio• That Exceeds Your Expectations"
1 2- Plywood Decking

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

2x6 Rafters

Fascia Aluminum
or Wood Covered

Ste•-1 Overhead
Door

Treated
Bottom
Plates

zAl-a- hL
Oa OM
IIIIII

4" Reinforced
Concrete
Slab

Masonite
or Vinyl
Siding

. .1

ri
ci
t

12" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding

Service Door

Inn

Anchor Bolts In Concrete
FREE ESTIMATES

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

AND I CI
REPORT
THIS SUE

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE
Deluxe Models wtth Vinyl Siding
_
$3,680 1 ,/, Car (12x20).
$4,000
$4,700
$4.380 2 Car (18x20)

Standard Models with Hardboard Siding
Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22) .-....
2yr Car (24x24)
Large 2'/: Car (24x30)

$5,180
$5.380
$5.880

Large 2 Car (22x22)
2Vr Car (24x24)
Large 21/i Car (24x30)

$4,680
$4,880
$5.380

We Do Not Charge Sales TAUS. We Absorb That Expense...Corrpare Bottom Line Prkesl
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HOROSCOPES
THURSDAY.JANUARY 30. 1997
. (For your personalized daily Jeanc Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call I-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will- bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE them. A longtime relationship is
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: tested.
VIRGO (Aug 21-Sept. 22): Try
When faced with a major challenge.
dig in. Your tierce determination and not to oxeranalyze youi motives oi
phenomenal stamina will carr) you emotions. Common sense will help
forward to victory. Complete pend- you make the right decision. Coing projects before launching any workers who nag you have your
new ones. Part company with people well-being in mind. Gently remind
who are not on your wave length. A -them that you are an adult.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The
romantic attachment that develops
over the summer could last a life- emphasis now is on striking a better
time. New routines will make your balance between wink and play. Be
work more interesting. Someone serious during business hours and
influential shows great interest in expect your co-woi kers to do the
your efforts. A pleasant dream same. Maintain office protocol if
.
you are a supers
proves prophetic.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actress Vanessa Red- Rely on advertising and a public
grave, chess player Boris Spassky. relations effort to attract new busigolfer Curtis Strange. singer Jody ness. Acquiring high-tech skills will
boost your earning power. Listen
Watley.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): attentively.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Eliminate the frills and get right to
the point. The best way to deal with 21): Studying. publishing and long
an obstacle is by going around it. distance communications are faMaintain your sense of humor and vored. Others envy your energy and
ability to regroup. Be apologetic if
enthusiasm.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A you must inconvenience a co-workproject dear to your heart gets the er or neighbor.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
green light. Heed the MOW of longtime advisors. Break out of a rut and 19): Look beyond the immediate.
try new things. A new relationship Career .recess may depend on your
has an almost dreamlike quality to it. willingness to take an entry level
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): job. Learn new skills and take on
Renew contracts only after review- additional duties.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ing any proposed changes with your
lawyer or accountant. A financial Make a blueprint for career adsituation shows steady improve- vancement and stick to it. An idealistic financial undertaking succeeds
ment. Take calculated risks.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22): A beyond all expectations. If necessecret surfaces that could prove sary, seek publicity to gain accepembarrassing. Investigate the source tance for your innovative ideas.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
of a rumor before deciding what
course of action to take. A job offer Exercise restraint even if given total
freedom. Take advantage of your
is tempting.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your social connections here and abroad.
ability to see someone else's point If you decide to mix business with
of view is a tremendous asset. Spend - pleasure this weekend, let loved
time with people who love you for ones know your plans.
your4s.elf, not what you can do for
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Damara Lynne Lanier is the
daughter of Doralyn Lanier and the
late David Lanier. An elementary
education major,she is a member of
Regents Residential College. Lanier
is a member of the National Education Association-Student Program,
Kappa Delta Pi Education Honor
Society, Phi Alpha Theta Honor
Society and the National Association for Childhood Education
International,

ia; HELLO TO GOOD BUYS iiiii"Zi;isifieds

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

After Hours: 436-2052 or 436-5885
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MSU students selected for honor

kenning
Offered

24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET

Commercial Preventative Maintenance
& Repairs
Residential & Apartments Maintenance
Thaw & Repair Frozen Lines

, .

1997

ilsolese
Mend

HALEY'S

THE pont an I dry on the
now 4br, 2 5 bath home
Palladien windows adorn
roe recede of this excellent,
fully tunceonal aim You'll
love the hardwood flooring
throughout, two spaaous
great rooms, soaring ceilings and quality craftsmanship throughout Located in
Murray Estates on quiet
cul de sac This home
could be ;tat what your
looking for For inquires call
435 4487 759-1828 or
753-9950
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wayne
Jones, Dec. 23; a girl to Micxhey
and Della Boggess, Jan. 6.

Tea years ago

Calloway County Attorney
Robert 0. Miller was appointed
as chairman of Kentucky Health
Planning Council.
Dr. Thomas Gray, chairman of
Department of Graphic Arts
Technology at Murray State University, has been appointed as a
charter member of the Academic
Advisory Council to Public
Printer of United States.
Births reported include a boy
to Cynthia and Garnett Taylor, a
boy to Lisa and James Lindsey,
and a girl to Patricia and Garry
Wilkinson, Jan. 24; a boy to
Kristy and James Powell and a
girl to Julie and Edward Johnson,
Jan. 25.
Murray State University Racers
beat Eastern 90 to 87 in a basketball game. High team scorers
were Don Mann for Murray and
Parris for Eastern.

Thirty years ago

An average of $41.37 per 100
weight was reported for sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market, according to 011ie Barnett local market report.
Winners of the Murray Lions
Club's Essay Contest were Kim
Smith of University High School,
first; Steve Moody of Murray
High, second; and Dan Miller of
Murray High, third.
Calloway County one of 33 out
of 70 chapters that make up the
Regional Blood Program which
was successful in carrying out its
chapter and blood program.
Forty years ago

Larry Stephen Grogan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. John G. Grogan, Rt.
3, Murray, has been named Calloway County winner in an essay
contesL sponsored by CourierJournal, and will receive a $25
savings bond. Grogan, a seventh
grader at Almo High School,
wrote his essay on "How Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Can
Benefit My Community."
Specialist 3rd Class John H.
Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Barnett of Rt. 4, Murray, is serving with the 25th Infantry Division of the Army in
Hawaii.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Todd and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lee
Holt.

Twenty years ago

Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.,
has announced the addition of Dr.
Billy P'Pool to its medical staff
in the capacity of family practice.
David King and Gil Mathis are
pictured with two gees and their
limits of ducks taken while hunting just north of Turkey Bay on
Kentucky Lake in the snowy
weather.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls and Boys beat Fancy
Farm teams in basketball. High
team scorers were Mike Wells
and Susie Imes for Calloway and
Steve Elliott and J. Harris for
Fancy Farm.

DEAR ABBY

DEAR ON THE SIDELINES:
Your husband is acting as
though he has nothing to hide,
and apparently he doesn't. He
comes home to you every day
and is affectionate and generous in word and deed.
Since no one else reacts negatively to his dancing, evidently
he is not behaving inappropriately. Consider taking some
lessons, thereby making yourself a more interesting and
•

DAILY COMICS

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Sylvia Triumphs Again
OMIGOSH
I'M IN THE
WRONG
PLACE!

WE HAVEN'T MADE
ANY PRIED CHICKEN
iN WEEKS.'

THAT TAKE-OUT FRIED
CHICKEN YESTEROAY
AWFUL H IT TASTED LIKE
SAWDUST.'!

Rio

IF YOU COULD PLEASE TELL
ME WHERE THE A-1 DELI iS,rLL
TRY TO WORK UP ANOTHER
FIT

3

4/2
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CATHY
YOu OVERSPENT ON THE
HOLIDAYS AND THE BILLS
ARC fl.YiNG IN FROM
EVERY DIRECTION.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
have been married 14 years. He is a
good provider and a loving father to
our two children.
We are part of a social circle that
entertains frequently, and that is
where the problem lies. My husband dances with every woman at
the party while I sit at the table
watching him make all kinds of
sexy movements with them. He
doesn't ignore me completely, but I
am uncomfortable watching him
touch all these other women.
If I say anything, my husband
argues that I am the one he goes
home with, buys the jewelry and
gifts for, and comes home to every
night. He says my disapproving
looks spoil his fun, and claims he
just likes to have a good time.
He shows his affection toward me
when we are alone. We go on vacations together frequently. He says
he loves me and the children and
that our marriage is forever. But
this dancing thing is bothering me.
How do I handle this? Should I
just not pay attention, or try to give
him a dose of his own medicine (but
I am not the type to go around asking every woman's husband to
dance)?
SITTING ON THE SIDELINES
IN NEW YORK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 29, the 29th day of 1997. There are 336
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 29, 1820, Britain's King George 111 died insane at Windsor
Castle, ending a reign that saw both the American and French
revolutions.
On this date:
In 1843, the 25th president of the United States, William McKinley,
was born in Niles, Ohio.
In 1845, Edgar Allan Poe's poem "The Raven" was first published, in the New York Evening Mirror.
In 1850, Henry Clay introduced in the Senate a compromise bill on
slavery which included the admission of California into the Union as a
free state.
In 1861, Kansas became the 34th state of the Union.
In 1900, the American League, consisting of eight baseball teams,
was organized in Philadelphia.
In 1936, the first members of baseball's Hall of Fame, including Ty
Cobb and Babe Ruth, were named in Cooperstown, N.Y.
In 1958, actors Paul Newman and Joanne Woodward were married.
In 1963, the first members of football's Hall of Fame were named
in Canton, Ohio.
In 1963, poet Robert Frost died in Boston.
In 1979, President Carter formally welcomed Chinese Vice Premier
Deng Xiaoping to the White House, following the establishment of
diplomatic relations.
Ten years ago: The State Department barred deposed Philippines
President Ferdinand E. Marcos from returning to his homeland from
Honolulu amid reports he was preparing to rally supporters trying to
topple the Aquino government.
Five years ago: Russian President Boris Yeltsin unveiled an ambitious plan to cut nuclear weapons spending and said his republic's
weapons would no longer be aimed at any U.S. targets. A multinational Middle East peace conference ended in Moscow with participants sounding upbeat. President George Bush presented a $1.52 trillion budget plan.
One year ago: A Navy F-14 fighter jet crashed in Nashville, Tenn.,
demolishing three houses and killing five people. French President
Jacques Chirac ordered an early end to underground nuclear tests in
the South Pacific. Fire destroyed Italy's opera house La Fenice.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian "Professor" Irwin Corey is 85. Actor Victor Mature is 81. Actor John Forsythe is 79.

BLON DIE

THE HORROR Of EACH
EXCESSIVE PURCHASE 15
MULTIPLIED EN THE NAUSEA
OF KNOWING EACH DEBT
15 COMPOUNDING AT 18%
INTEREST.

HELP AWAITS! JUST
PICK UP THE PHONE AND
MAKE THE CALL THAT CAN
START YOU ON A WHOLE
NEW FINANCIAL TRAGIC!

HELLO, CHARLENE ? HOW
MUCH DID YOLI LIKE YOUR
CHRISTrAAS PRESENT?
ALSO, 15 THE PRICE
TAO STILL AITAGHED??

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4 Q J1097
II Q632
• KS
•K 10
WEST
EAST
46532
+K84
p1097
K J5
• A Q963
*107542
•J3
+4
SOUTH
gla A
A84
•J
+AQ987652
The bidding:
East
South West North
3+
1•
3+
Pass
Pass
5+
Opening lead — four of diamonds.

the queen and that East would be
forced to win with the ace, Sylvia
followed low from dummy.
But East won with the queen and
continued with the ace. Sylvia intended to ruff the ace at trick two,
but when she played to the trick she
discovered to her horror that she
had played the ace of spades instead.
East thus found himself still on
lead and,actually, it made no difference which card he elected to return.
After thinking the matter over he
returned the jack ofclubs,but Sylvia
had no trouble scoring the rest of the
tricks.
She won the trump return with
dummy's king and led the queen of
spades, covered by the king, which
she ruffed. Sylvia then returned to
dummy with a trump to the ten,
discarded her heart losers on the J10 of spades,and so made five clubs.
As usual, the story of Sylvia's
newest Mice in Wonderland adventure spread like wildfire among the
members of the club. Only after extended analysis was it discovered
that the contract could not have been
made had Sylvia trumped the ace of
diamonds. In discarding the ace of
spadesshe had found the only way to
fulfill the contract.

Part of the secret of Sylvia's
success at the club was her uncanny
ability to convert dreadful blunders
into resounding triumphs.Sylvia was
by nature accident-prone, and it was
because of this tendency that she
often found herself in hot water.
One of her greatest victories occurred on this deal where she got to
five clubs and West led a diamond,
Hoping against hope that West had

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
yoU GONNA PULL AN ALLI'VE Gar NO
CHOloE f3E.SiDES,
I'M So FULL OF
CAFFEINE,I
COULDN'T
SLEEP IF I
TFWi

Tomorrow: Avoiding a finesse.
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GARFIELD
JOST CALL HIM
*MISTER POWDER
PANTS"

.65
0 1.7 111
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MALLARD FILLMORE

36 Type of
cross
37 Middledistance
runner
38 Verve
40 "— Like It
Hot"
41 Draft animal
43 Connected
with
44 Pea holders
45 "Brotherly
Love" star
(units.)
47 Anger
49 Strong string
51 Regret
52 Fat
54 Yearly (abbr )
55 Belonging to'
Popeye's
friend
56 Unison
57 Firmament
58 Florida —

1 "Yours, Mine
and -5 Swine
8 — storm
12 Crude metals
13 Actress Alicia
14 Joint
15 Non-profit TV
16 Strikes
across the
face
18 One (Scot )
19 Anton ID
20 Unlock
21 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
23 "Ink" star
((nuts.)
24 A Ryan
26 Unwarranted
28 — closet
29 No — ands
or buts
30 Explosive
(abbr )
32 Singer Pinza
33 Cry from
Casper
34 Costa —
35 Xmas rno
1

2

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
A MEM OMR A
MAUMEE! MB 11
uguo RAEpm
miqg pARcip mu
MU !NAMUR DOMM
pmmuomm
RAmp
UWOU MEM
A MAU MUUMMON
MAIM MIAMI MM
URFJ pmapp m
pm wipm pAmo
MOPP0M MIDMMOIM
A

4 Spielberg ID
5 Eddie Van —
6 — — even
keel
7 Hiatus
8 Karan ID
9 Ms Merkel
10 Part of
paragraph
11 Set up (golf

1 Fumblers
exclamation
2 Citify
3 Legal matter
5

4

6

A
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DOWN

ME 10

7
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13

1211.

11

111

15
INI

II

III

19

PEANUTS
AND I CONCLUDE MY
REPORT BY OFFERING
THI5 SUGGESTION...

AS 500N AS A CHILD
15 BORN, NE OR SHE
SHOULD BE ISSUED A
P06 AND A BANJO..

MAIAMI'THATS RIGHT..
A FAMILY OF EIGHT..
EIGHT DOGS AND
EIGHT BANJOS..

YES, MA'AM..
WERE TALKING
HAPPINESS HERE!
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ball)
16 C- — (cable
news)
17 "My Three —"
20 Bread spread
22 — Mannar°
25 In readiness
(2 wds )
26 Sci-fi prop
27 Practical
28 Headed the
pack
29 Debt-note
abbr
31 "— Baby"
33 Prohibit
34 Edges
36 27th US pres.
37 Pie a la —
39 Olivier ID
40 Don Johnson
on "Miami
•
Vice"
41 Paintings
42 Aid in
diagnosing
(hyph wd )
44 "— Cadillac"
45 Summer
month
46 More or —
48 Sea bird
50 'Who — That
Lady?"
51 Deli bread
5,3 Clark ID
55 — Corral
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enjoyable dance partner. Thema
perhaps your husband will ask
you to dance more often.
S.*

DEAR ABBY: This is another
true story about a kind act from a
man of character Harry S. Truman
Many years ago. I was a young
Army wife traveling with an infant.
I was at Washington National Airport, having been bumped from my
connecting flight, badly in need of a
bathroom, but I could not leave my
baby alone.
A gentleman sitting on the bench
with me saw my distress and said. "I
will be here for the next half-hour
and I am experienced in child care,
as I have a young daughter." His
face was familiar, but I could not
place it until the loudspeaker blared,
"Senator Truman, please come to the
desk." As he left, he said, "Don't
worry, I'll be right back."
He was true to his word, and I
felt very comfortable letting the
man who had recently been nominated for the vice presidency babysit for me. When I returned, he
proudly said, "Your baby needed a
change, so I found your diaper bag
and took care of everything."
How the world has changed!
NANCY HERTZBERG,
PALM BEACH,FLA.
•

DEAR NANCY: What a wonderfully warm memory of President Truman. Obviously, he
could be counted on to do whatever had to be done in any situation. Thank you for sharing it.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: The letter from
the woman whose husband talked
too much reminded me of a humorous incident in which I was involved.
Some years ago a new priest was
appointed to our parish. Shortly •
after he arrived, my wife invited
him to our home for dinner as a
welcoming gesture. As a special
treat, she also invited another couple who were mutual friends. The
wife had been a parochial school
classmate of the priest, and the husband had been his fraternity brother at the university before he decided to study for the priesthood.
Abby, I love this woman like a
sister, but I've often said that she's
the only person I know who talks
more than my wife. MI through the
cocktails, hors d'oeuvres and well
into dinner that woman dominated
— no, she monopolized — the conversation.
After we finished the main
course, the women went into the
kitchen to prepare dessert. At this
point, the priest turned to the two of
!us and said, "You know, celibacy
isn't all that bad!"
NO NAME OR TOWN PLEASE

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am in high
school and going to college, but my
studies and interpersonal relations
are being upset by excessive sweating
and nervousness, weight loss, rapid
pulse, heat intolerance, emotional
instability and other symptoms. My
doctor prescribed Xanax and told me I
was just "high-strung." However, I've
done some reading and believe that I
have hyperthyroidism. How can this
be diagnosed? I don't have much
money or any health insurance, but
could I be correct?
DEAR READER: Indeed you could
be. and probably are. In my opinion,
your doctor missed the boat, because
weight loss and heat intolerance are
not ordinarily caused by anxiety.
An overactive thyroid gland (hyperthyroidism) speeds up metabolism,
leading to the very symptoms you
described. Frankly, I'm somewhat
astounded that your doctor failed to
consider this diagnosis, when your
symptoms are so characteristic.
No matter. It's not too lat-e to
straighten things out. Hyperthyroidism can be diagnosed by a simple and relatively inexpensive blood
test, called a "T3,14." Of course, in
the presence of a thyroid disorder,
physicians prefer to obtain other tests
as well, including an ultrasound and,
perhaps, a thyroid scan. Nevertheless,
the T3/T4 analysis will give you the
answer you seek. Then you can begin
therapy with anti-thyroid medication_
Either return to your doctor and
show him my answer to your question
or - better yet - find a new doctor
who is a more alert diagnostician,
such as an internist.
You deserve kudos for carrying our
such sensible research on your condition. This skill should serve you well
in college. Good luck.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have toenail
fungus and am trying your remedy of
soaking my* feet twice a day in
LaPacho tea. Is there some sort of
time frame for treatment? I am not
looking forward to performing this
chore for many months.
DEAR READER: Toenail fungus is
usually very resistant to any treatment, because therapy that kills the
fungus must do so at the nail bed,
where the nail is formed As everyone
knows, toenails grow very slowly, so
treatment customarily takes several
months.
Since I wrote my original column
about soaking fungus-infected toenails in herbal LaPacho tea, two new
prescription drugs — Sporanox and
Lamisil — have become available.
Although expensive, these treatments
have -- in medical studies — been
shown to be effective in curing toenail
fungus_
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WEDNESDAY JANUARY 19 '

BAUM
Mon.-Sat.
7-9
Sun.
11-6:30

COMPETITION

It's The Total On The Tape Thatcounts!!!
TURH7
BREAST

Fresh
Boneless
Skinless

U.S.
No. 1

RYER
REAST

RED
POTATOES

89
Fresh Fryer

Craft American

Sliced Cheese

5 i.e. sox $9.49

Boneless New York
Strip Steaks

?bl.$4.99

Field

Drumsticks or Thighs
M. Turkey Smoked
Turkey Sausage

5 Lb.
Bag
Nome &ern
Strawberries
Golden Ripe

89'
Lb. $2.19
Lb.

phi. 2 for $3.00

Bananas

Lb.

59'

SLICED BACG

SUCED BACON

SLICED BACON

79

2 Liter
Btl.

12 Oz.
Pkg.

Fields Dinner or Original

Florida 5 Lb. Bag

Is oz. $1.59

Wieners

Red Grapefruit

Clifty Farm Mixed Slices

California 5 Lb. Bag

Lb. $1.99

1/4 Country Ham

Navel Oranges

COUPONS EVERYDAY! SE

Charade

Blue Bonnet

BATHROOM TISSUE

OLEO

I

-TOWELS

FOR DETAILS.
)
ALL MINUTE MAID
PRODUCTS, SURGE,
BARN ROOT BEER

4 Roll Pkg.

la Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

slog
Prairie Farms

Orange
Juice

Double 0 Tan Can

Salmon
mmotnI441

Colas
Liter

swrei (or-

ICA
,

CHILI W/BEANSI

Effective Dates:
Ian. 29-Feb. 4

ICI

7.e

Chili I
15 Oz. Can

$989 It.Loaf
.U Velveeta

',.'4.VEGETABLES

Tropicana Frozen

WIL Com Cr. laybe Cara, FT. Cul Orson
lama, Cut imam Samna, Oman Peas
14-15 as. Caa

ORANGE JUICE

TOPPING

12 Oz. Can

Reg. or Lite 8 oz. Carton

22-24 Oz. Boa

HOMETOWN PRIP1JD
:t •,:'.
%Z.
:

•

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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